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SUMMARY
The purpose of this investigation
was to examine the existing acoustical
conditions
in four modern office bUildings in Sydney, and to find out how managerial,
professional
and typing staff were affected by these conditions.
A comparison
of the resulting data
with some existing overseas criteria was made, particularly
with the N. C. Curves developed by Leo 1. Beranek.
INTRODUCTION
Sound is one of the environmental
factors contributing
to the overall user evaluation
of an office bUilding, bur a given sound environment
does not have a given stimulus on
the office user.
By definition,
it is noisiness rather than loudness that is of most importance
in the
context of estimating
adverse reactions to sound.
Judgments about the noisiness of a
sound are thought to represent a general "bothersomeness"
level, resulting from the combined or separate functions of the following:" concern about damage to one's hearing
" the masking of speech or other auditory
* the interference
with sleep.

(conscious
signal

or unconscious)

It is generally
accepted
that noise which was initially
annoying becomes tolerated
and even unobtrusive
after a sufficient
period of exposure due to a process called habituation.
However,
there is also evidence that after initial habituation,
a person becomes
less, rather than more tolerant to the continued noise.
Noise can influence work output in many ways.
Broadbent (and others) found the
effect of noise on work output depends greatly on the nature of the work - a long term
job requiring constant alertness being especially
susceptible.
It seems the effect of
noise is more likely to cause a higher rate of errors than reduction in total output.
In offices noise isolation and insulation are the principal tasks, bur in modern office
bUildings the tendency is towards lighter construction,
which is at variance with the
acoustical
requirements
of the occupants.
THE

SURVEY

This study was directed towards developing
tudes to the noise levels existing in their working

an understanding
environment.

of office

workers'

atti-

The survey was conducted
throughout as an investigation
into the functional
efficiency of modern office bUildings.
A selected sample of managerial,
professional and
typing staff from each of the four bUildings chosen was interviewed
during normal office

hours.
there
filled
pools
were

In the majority of offices examined,
only one person occupied the area, hence
was very little interruption
to the usual background
noise level while the respondent
out the questionnaire.
When more than one person occupied the area (e, g" typing
and sales administration
areas) never more than one quarter of the room's occupants
given a questionnaire
simultaneously,
so the general level of noise from office activ-

ities remained uninterrupted,
Noise measurements,
recorder,

were made

using a calibrated

concurrently

sound level

with the answering

meter

to record

through

of the questionnaire.

to a tape

Measurements

were taken at the respondent's
desk at ear level, the number of measurements
in anyone
area being governed by the number of respondents using that area,
Each recording was of
approXlmately
1~ minutes duration.
The tapes were analysed using a graphic level recorder coupled to an automatic
frequency spectrometer
which analysed the vanous nOIse spectra in one-thud
octave bands,
From thIS analysis

the S. L L in dB and the L L in Steven's

nOIse spectra.
The questionnaires

were analysed

by computer,

phons were computed

programm

for each

ed for the desired

correla-

THE RESULTS
1,
Rating of Background Office Noise
The modal rating for the background
noise within the offices of the four buildings
was, with the exception of BUilding 1, "average",
which corresponds with the modal rating
for the entire sample of respondents.
The modal rating for Building 1 was "quiet",
whIch
was probably due more to the fact that these respondents had recently moved to thi,S prestIge
building
whIch,

from an old building

in many offices,
The modal rating

with many defects,

rather

was relatively
high.
of the background
noise level

than the background

in the offices

noise level

occupi ed by the three

different groups of responde:1ts, (managerial,
professional
and typmg), was again" average",
showll1g a comparatively
even distribution
of opinion about the noise conditions regardless
of which group the respondent
Keighley's

~~

belongs

findings,

(Refs, 1, 2)

A companson

of the response

to.

This is in agreement

to background

with Beranek's

and

noise with age was computed

tage of the total percentage
of e:lch age group within the sample
ThIS indicates
are capable of regarding an area 's noisy regardless of their age and corresponding
loss

This is again
The dominant

in agreement
with Keighley's
frequencies
of the background

tween 20 Hz and 2000 Hz,
with Il1crease attenuates
does not help In making

except

in typing

pools

findings,
noise in the offices
which

partly

examined

as a percenpeople
heanng
were be-

explall1s why age (whIch

the frequencies
greater than 2000 Hz by the greatest amounts)
the older respondent less conscious of background
office noise,

Also, at higher levels, the masking effect of sound spreads out to cover a wide range,
mall1ly for frequencies
above the frequencies
of the domina:.lt components
Therefor",
m most of the offices examined (except typing pools), the hlgher frequencIes do not contnbute significal1tly
to the unacceptability
of background
nOJse,
3,

Helght

Above Ground Level

For this survey there

teaded

to be a decrease

in complaint

about

external

traff;c

noise WIth increase in height above ground level, which lS at vanance with many overseas
hndll1gs
ThIs trend ]S partly because
two
of the four bui1chngs are 110t surroundej by
maIn traffIc routes
Also the double glazll1g used ]1.1two of the buildings seemed effICIent
In excludIng all but the street nOlse of greatest Il1tensity al.1d lowest frequency,
One
bUdding had its extenor gwzeJ walls protected by a proJectll1g, continuous sun screen,
hence the upper floors were largely protected from the impinging street noise,
:§_, _E.xclusion
of Voices from _~.9pcenrJ?J:fices
The results of thiS survey Il1dlcate a full height partHion appears to be one of the
best methods
the full height

for controllIng
partition

the noise of vOIces from nelghbounng

with lead does not slgm.f2canrly

Jecrease

offIces,

however

hm,]g

ttle rat\: of complalilt

ThiS IS partly explained by the rype of responrknt
occupying
the leaJ l;lled partl1JoneJ
offlce
- normally one of the orgal1Jsauo.l's
lea:.11ng executIves,
As such he tC'.1ds to be
more ctincal
of all asp,':cts of hIS office e']vironment,
expectL1g'the
best" In accord with
hiS POSJtlOll
The rate of complamt
of voices from neighbouring
offIces falls off by nearly .sO'1
when a sunable faIs':.' ce'ling tr,:atmenr
is ",mployed,
as opposed to a sprayed acoustic
plaster treatme"11 to the structural slab.
Carpd use,j In aq office area substantially
Increases the frequency of complall1t cf
c

vOices from ad1acent ofhces
This IS panly expla:ned by the 'lbsorbent 'lature
wl,"ch reduces thc amount of ooise or!glnatIng
in the offic", Utlder exa1mnat.o,1,
sequc'.,nly the tra'lsmttted

1101se is not masked

to the same degree

of CHpet,
all

CO"l-

as 111the offJce w~th a

harder, rnore reflecL!ve floor fi 1lsh.
ThiS aspect has been more thoroughly Il1vestJgated
by Kcolghley
(Ref 2)
There IS generally
an overall deer,ease of cOmplal'lt of VOices from nelghbourl!lg
offIces as the number of persons usug the same office Il1Cf,,,aSes ma1nly due to the greater
amount 01 maskl 11g,
1

.?

ExcluSl01:..~i Noise From Office Eqwpme:72:.
NOlse from office <eqUipment in adlacGnt offlces,

although

reduced

by a full height

partitioo.
]s not excluded,
partly because of the hlgh cornponent of low freque'lCy'10JSe
from most offJce eqUIpment,
for whICh most partitJOrts are poor lnsulators,
and partly
because

the partition

IS often 'lot adequately

sealed

arounJ

Its connect'llg

edges

The frequency of complaint
about nOlse from office equipment
1'1 adjacent offJces
rose by 11early 500/0 when a metal hung false ceding was used
This ]S a complete reversal

of the results obtained for voices from neighbouring
offices,
sound path problem with equipment
noise is far greater than
The frequency of complaint
about external equipment
the office had a carpeted floor.
The same comments
apply
neighbouring
offic es.
As soon as more than one person uses the same office,
other occupants interrupts
piece of equipment.
6.

Air Condirioning
The largest

and distracts

the respondent

which suggests the flanking
with voices.
noise again rose sharply when
here as for voices from
the use of equipment

:10t involved

by

in using that particular

Noise

source of complaint

in this survey came

from offices

within

twenty

feet

of large package units which supplied one whole floor of a hUildingo
These units were
inadequately
isolated and insulated from the surrounding areas and emitted a continuous,
distracting
roar.
located

The smaller package units designed to serve a much smaller area, but which were
in the same office as the respondent,
agall1 had a high rate of complaint.

Because

of their noise output,

they were left SWItched off as often as possible

by the

majority of respondents with this type of air conditioning.
7
Effects of Office Noise
The various effects office noise had on the respondents are listed
frequency of complaint:" interruption
to concentration
on work
" interference
with office conferences
" interference
with telephone
conversations
" physical effects (e. g. headaches)
* caused a lot of work to be done away from the office
confidentIal
meetings overheard.

below

111order of

The Noise Criteria (N. C.) Curves were developed by Leo L Beranek, and are used
to specify the maximum
permissible
or desirable levels in varIOUS occupancies.
They gIve
a favourable relationship
berween the low and high frequency portIOn of the noise spectrum.
Using the results from this survey a detailed comparison
was made WIth Beranek's
N C data,
The median rating of the noise environment
by each group (managerial,
professional and typing) of respondents within each of the four office buildings was computed
and compared WIth its correspon"ll1g
medIan S, I, L (dB) and L 1. (0 D phons)
To conSIder how well a straight

line explained

and the S I L. and L, L , the equations
and are as follows for S I L
for L L

- RatJng
- RatJ ng

the relatIOnship

between

for the least square

=

0 035 (S I L

7

0

044 (L L )
/\

- 4

the subjective

regression

noise ratlng

lines were calculated

where the ratings are very quiet, quiet, average,
noisy and very noisy.
The rank order correlation
coefficient
for S. I. 1. versus subjective
noise rating is
0.94 compared with 0.85 obtained by Beranek.
The rank order correlation
coefficient
for 1. L. versus subjective
noise rating is 0.97 compared with 0.95 obtained by Beranek.
Using the Students'
t distribution,
we obtain
t approximately
equal to 9.8 for both
rank correlations.
the results

Thus the probability

that would be obtained

that the distribution

from the population

of these results differ from

as a whole is less than O. Ol,

As no day-long level recordings were made in this survey, it was not possible to do
a statistical
description
of the variations in day-long levels, and hence obtain a relationship between responses to the background
noise environment
with the measured day -long
S.LL's and the calculated
L.L's (0 D.) as done by Beranek.
For this survey, to obtain a further comparison
with Beranek's findiugs, a correlatiou
was made between the way all respondents (regardless of bUilding or group)
rated their
office(very
quiet, quiet, average,
noisy or very noisy) and the correspol1dir;g median and
mean S.1.1,
and L.L.
From tb-is, the general increase in S.I.L,
and L.1, as the subJective noise rating
Quietzsch

increases towards very noisy is readily
(ReL 3) found the correlation
between

seen,
S. 1, 1. and L 1. of a given Doise

was very high, the difference
between them being about 20 units, but there were some
marked discrc:pa::lcies.
Beranek used this fact in addition to his survey data in stating
ofUce persol1i1el seem to desire a loudness level in phons (0. D.) that does not exceed the
speech interference
level by more than about 22 units, with a maximum differel1ce of
30 units.
Of the 10 offices in this survey where the L. L. exceeded the S.1. 1. by more than
26 units aDd less than 34 units, only one respondent rated his office very noisy, two rated
their offices average,
and the other seven said their offices were quiet or very quiet,
The median

aCId mean

differences

between

L. L. and S.1. L. were computed

for all respond

ents rating their office very quiet, quiet, average,
noisy or very noisy.
T~.is illustrates
that for this survey there is no significam
increase in t~e l:Ufference between L. L ai1d
S. L L. as the respondents'
ratings of tt,eir oifice noise environm,~nt increase
from very
quiet fO very noisy.
As there were msufficient
offices in this survey where the L, L. exceded
t:Ie S I L,
by (TIOTethan 30 U!1lts, :10 comment caJ be made here on the u'1acceptability
of a nOlse
e.~1Vironme·1t wi ft' these,conditi011S
Tte results of thIS survey indIcate that proVIded tbe L. L. 'Ioes not exceed t;,e
S, I. L bv 'TIore t'!an 30 units, tbe backgrouxl
nOIse e:1Vironme.iH wUl be satisfactory,
proVlJed t'e LoL. and S.1.L, are not excessive in mte:lsity,
It

IS

r"co:Tlmended
the S I. L, a:d L L. s',ould Jot exceed 40 dB a:l j ~'2 p··.ocIS
whi.c!1IS il agteeme1t
WIth Beranek's f)ndL.lgs
For tYD 19 staff t'·;
o

(0 D ) resDectuely

recoTI:Tle,]lL

j

lJJJJlfS are a S I "

of 4'

jB a'1d a L, L of 68 P"I01S (0 D,)

There is good agreement
between the findings of this survey arrd Beranek's Noise
Criteria data.
However, the use of the median values in the derivation
of the N. C.
Curves is eqmvalent
to designIng for tne 50th percentile,
which would seem tolndicate
that 500/0of tht population
Much more research
tolerance

are not bell1g taken into consideratlOn,
needs to be carried out into this form,

and others,

of noise

levels wJthL1 the populatlon,
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THE SOUND CONDITIONING OF SPACES
By ROGER WILKINSON
Partner of CARR & WILKINSON, Consulting

Accoustical

Engineers.

SUMMARY
This Paper summarizes the main features and advantages of a
fully-zoned Sound Conditioning installation
and shows how such
a system can provide effective noise control in many commercial
and resIdential
spaces with minimum cost and maximum architectural freedom and flexIbility.
Amongst the problems facing Architects,
Owners and Managers
of large commercial buildings,
partitions must rank high in
terms of annoyance,
wasted space, cost and inconvenience.
· . How to provide the visual and speech privacy required by
occupants and executives of the building's tenants wi thout
becoming involved with costly and inconvenient partitioning
systems?
· . Wha t class of Speech Privacy should be provided for all
probable occupants anyway?
Wha t dead load do these types of partitions impose on the
building's structure and how much does tha t cost?
· .How flexible are these 'demountable'
partitions - especially
those having rea sonable-high
Sound Transmission CIa ss
ra tings?
· . How many spare partitioning components should be kept in
store for the proj ect - our store or the partition contractor 's?
· .Who will carry the cos t of partition altera tions?
· . How long will these partitions be "fa shionable" in style and
function?
· .What maintenance is required?
· ,How easily can alterations
be made to services which either
pa ss through or are housed within the partition structure?
The answers to all of these questions usually cause the Architect, the Owner, the Building Manager and the Tenants to wish
for some almost-mi.raculous
method of elimina ting partitIons

from their project.
Yet, how can this be done and still provide
the visual privacy and speech privacy so necessary to the
crea tion of an acceptable working environment?
A successful solution to these problems is now available which
virtually eliminates the acoustical necessity of partitions,
allowing open-space office layouts with screens and/or planterboxes, etc, to provide the visual privacy required to executive
area s. Recent installa tions utili sing this Sound Conditioning
technique have proved most successful from the Architectural,
Acoustical, Owner and User viewpoints.
SPEECH PRIVACYis a term used to describe an environment where
conversations and/or equipment activity can be conducted without
being overheard by, or causing annoyance to, neighbouring workers or residents.
Speech Privacy is dependent on the facility or
ability of an observer to decipher speech etc. above his background sound level.
This ability is influenced by the level of
the source of sound (e. g. speech, typing, etc.) the Sound Transmission Loss between the source and the observer, and the background sound level in the observer's
space.
Corrective control
over any of these three factors can improve the Speech Privacy
conditions attained.
The achievement of satisfactory
conditions in this regard is
normally a two-way problem, firstly Speech Privacy is required
from an executive area to the outside areas and secondly,
freedom from annoyance and distraction from outside noises
transmi tted to the executive area s is required.
THE APPROACHoutlined in this Paper is to provide effective
'ma sking of unwanted sound by introducing a neutral, unobtrusive background sound level which is free from any annoying,
distinctive,
descrete frequencies.
This unobtrusive sound is
made even more unnoticeable by use of special 'loud Speaker'
arrangements which can usually be fully concealed to 'bathe'
the area s in an even sound level, zoned to suit the activities
and requirements of the respective area s. Smooth transitions
from one zone to another avoid noticable changes in zone levels.
I

In addition,
these lower NC levels are created by sounds having
their NC ra ting determined
by the lower frequency bands;
Sound
Pressure Levels in the mid and higher frequency
bands being
much lower than the ra ted (and specified)
NC curve's
spectrum
levels.
This, of course,
is a very poor foundation
for the creation
of Speech Privacy conditions
and the masking of Activity Noises.
Also ari sing from on-site
investiga tions is an approach to the calculation or assessment
of Speech Privacy conditions
which cast
doubt on the validity of the current and "conventional"
method
of calcula tion of Articula tion Index and thence the deriva tion
of Speech Privacy rating.
Whilst the latter point is beyond the
intent of this Paper, experience
shows that an increase
in background masking sound level is more effective
(db for db) than an
equivalent
increase
in Sound Transmission
Loss between the
noise source and the observer.
That is, the Intelligibility
of
Speech is more readily spoiled by a properly designed
background sound, than is contended
by other writers on this subject,
THE COST OF SOUND CONDITIONING is only a fr action of the
cost of the types of partitioning
which might provide the same
acoustical
effects.
For guidance only, the cost of Sound
Conditioning
usually works out to be between 30 cents and
50 cents/ sq. ft. of floor area trea ted - the larger the area
the smaller the cost per square foot.
Space-divider
requirements
can now be reduced to the 'planter-box'
or filing facility
types
or eliminated
completely
if desired
- depending
on the interior
effect and Speech Privacy rating required.
In many instances
Sound Conditioning
can save money on other
components apart from partitioning.
Just a s the system effectively masks-out
annoying intrusions
from neighbouring
activities (without preventing
across-the-desk
or telephone
conversa tions) it also masks out noises emanating from airconditioning
and air distribution
equipment or external traffic and activities.
Hence the noise levels created by these factors can now be
higher than previously
acceptable,
because
they are now

their project.
Yet, how can this be done and still provide
isual privacy and speech privacy so necessary to the
tion of an acceptable working environment?
ccessful solution to these problems is now available which
ally eliminates the acoustical necessity of partitions,
ing open-space office layouts with screens and/or planters, etc, to provide the visual privacy required to executive
s. Recent installa tions utilising this Sound Conditioning
nique have proved most successful from the Architectural ,
stical, Owner and User viewpoints.
CH PRIVACYis a term used to describe an environment where
ersations and/or equipment activity can be conducted without
g overheard by, or causing annoyance to, neighbouring workr residents.
Speech Privacy is dependent on the facility or
ty of an observer to decipher speech etc. above his backd sound level.
This ability is influenced by the level of
ource of sound (e.g. speech, typing, etc.) the Sound Transion Los s between the source and the observer, and the backd sound level in the observer's space.
Corrective control
any of these three factors can improve the Speech Privacy
i tions attained.
chievement of satisfactory
conditions in this regard is
ally a two-way problem, firstly Speech Privacy is required
an executive area to the outside areas and secondly,
om from annoyance and distraction from outside noises
mitted to the executive area s is required.
PPROACH outlined in this Paper is to provide effective
ing' of unwanted sound by introducing a neutral, unobe background sound level which is free from any annoying,
ctive, descrete frequencies.
This unobtrusive sound is
even more unnoticeable by use of special 'loud Speaker'
gements which can usually be fully concealed to 'bathe'
rea s in an even sound level, zoned to suit the activities
equirements of the respective area s. Smooth transitions
one zone to another avoid noticable changes in zone levels.

The electronIc genera tor used to provide the signal to these
speakers can be adjusted a t the control point to balance,
blend, supplement, or optimise the existing background or activi ty nOlse level spectrum.
THE MASKINGprOVIded by this supplementary,
zoned, background sound level drastically reduces the Sound TransmIssion
Los s requirements of partitions to achieve the desired speech
privacy conditions.
In fact, this sys tem often elimina tes
acoustical
justification
for partitioning and allows open office
layouts, uncluttered by the forest of heavy, expensive partitions previously required to provide adequa te Speech Privacy
and freedom from distraction.
In executive offices, where
partitions may be required for Visual Privacy, these partitions
need have no special acoustical properties and can thus be
selected for best architectural
effect.
Further, many EXISTING SPEECH PRIVACYAND ACTIVITYNOISE
PROBLEMScan be overcome by installing Sound Conditioning
within and/or surrounding the problem area s. For instance,
many commercial buildings have partitions which are either
part-height only or which go up to a false-ceiling
having poor
"Room-to-Room via Ceiling" Sound Transmission Loss characteristics.
Acoustical correction of these conditions to allow
a ttainment of good Speech Privacy or the control of Activity
Noises usually involves a messy, costly and inconvenient
extension or reconstruction
of partitions to more effectively
close-off acoustically
critical ar eas from their surrounds.
Installation
of a designed Sound Conditioning System can usually
allevia te (and often elimina te) the neces sity of any changes to
the existing partitioning and in fact, ha s allowed the removal
of existing partitioning,
as functionally required
whilst still
providing the Speech Privacy control desired.
f

f

FIELD EXPERIENCEshows that the commonly specified
NC
levels
as maximum allowable noise levels (from say Airconditioning equipment) , usually lead to the crea tion of steady background noise levels significantly lower than the NC level specified.
f

blended into the overall background
sound.
Thi s can often
lead to significant
savings
in air silencing
equipment and
external
building components
by an integrated
design of t.he
acoustical
performance
of air-conditioning,
building and
sound conditiomng
systems.
THE TECHNICAL DETAILS of this Sound Conditioning
system
are the subject of a patent application
but a brief outline of
the components
follows:o.

THE GENERATOR used to create the background
sound is an
electronic
random noise genera tor capable
of simple, knob
tuning to achieve
a wide range of spectrum shape s and level s.
This generator
is transistorised
and assembled
on a printed
circui t to give reliable
service and minimum space requirement~

.. THE AMPLIFIER used to provlde the signal power to the system
is a good quality commercial
amplifier
to suit the power
requirements
of the ins talla tion.
Operating
costs are low
and are roughly equivalent
to the running costs of a three lamp
fluorescent
light fitting for each floor treated
(I.e. approx.
4 cents/hr.
).
. . THE SPECIAL SPEAKERARRANGEMENTS used can usually be
selected
and placed in conjunction
with architectural,
lighting or aircondi tioning components
to provide concealed,
wide-angle
diffusion
of the background
sound into the occupied
area s. Wiring to the speakers
can normally be in 'figure 8'
wire.
Individual
speaker or whole-zone
'volume controls'
can be supplied
to suit the current or future requirements
of
the respective
areas.
Experience
to date indicates
that
Sound Conditioning
system background
sound levels,
in the
order of 5 to 10 Noise Criteria
curves higher than those
normally acceptable,
can be created at the working level
without causing offence or annoyance.
This, of course,
is
a very 'usuable
foundation
for the crea tion of good Speech
Privacy conditions.
I

MECHANICAL VERSIONS of the electronic
genera tor-amplifier
are currently undergomg
development
and fmal trials.
These
devices are intended for the creation of Sound Conditioning
effects for small area s where fully-zoned,
variable- spectrum,
varIable-level
Sound Conditioning
requuements
are not warranted.
Such areas,
already treated successfully
during trials,
include Board Room s and Chief Executive
offices having
somewhat public-adjoining
areas (two-way control provided) ,
Private Residences
with excessive
traffic noise and Home
Units having intruding noises from fellow unit occupiers.
The mechanical
Sound Conditioning
devices
available
can
either incorporate
a Supply (or Exhaust)
Air System or not,
and the Supply Air type may have a Hea ter fitted if required.
The ba sic concepts
involved in this Sound Conditioning
principle are by no means new.
What is perhaps new is the
ability to create,
adjust and control an unobtrusive
background sound and to introduce
it into large (if necessary)
spaces,
in zoned levels appropriate
to the requirements
of
the respective
area s, with concealed
and/or disguised,
wide-dispersion"
loudspeakers".
The full possibilities
of Sound Conditioning
are not realised
until this concept is considered
and treated as an integral
component in the environment
to be crea ted.
Then, a t the
design stage of a project,
the full acoustical,
functional
and economic benefits
of utili sing this system can have thel[
maximum effect.
It is at this design stage that decisions
can
be made to:· . Relieve the structure
imposed by partitions.

(and the Owner~)

of the dead

load

· .Alleviate
the necessity
for rigid architectural
restraint
and limitations
on space utilisation
and space-dividing
techniques.
· . Relieve the structure
of the dead load imposed by a heavy
Plant Room Floor at its top which is often provided,

whether needed or not, for noise
area immediately
below.

a ttenua Hon to a prestige

· . Reduce the acoustical
requirements
of external building
components
for adequate
control of external noises.
· .Reduce the quantity
(and possibly
quality)
equipment in the Airconditioning
system.

of "silencing"

· . Provide complete flexibility,
for all probable usage and
occupa tion of building space,
by a simple knob-turning
opera tion a t the control point.

This Paper describes
an effective
method of creatmg Speech'
Privacy conditions
and reducing the annoyance
of Activity
Noises within spaces in general and open-office
layouts in
particular.
The technique
employed ma sk s, ra ther than
reduces,
speech and activity
noises by introducing
a steady,
unobtrusive
background
sound to supplement,
balance!
blend
or optimise the existing background
noise level spectrum.

TRANSDUCER TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING
THE EFFECT OF SMALL-ARMS' NOISE ON HEARING
by
Georges R. Garinther,
Research Engineer, U. S. Army
Human Engineering Laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland 21005, USA

***
This study investigated several types of transducers
which
might be considered for use when evaluating the hearing hazard
of pressure waves that small arms produce.
In measuring the
small arms' peak sound-pressure
level, error was directly proportional to the measured rise time and inversely proportional to
the positive pressure duration of the wave. The most accurate
results were obtained by positioning the transducers
vertically,
with the pressure wave grazing the sensing surface at 900 incidence. Moreover, there was good agreement between measurements made with a wide-band piezoelectric
transducer and those
made with a wide-band condenser microphone.
Finally, pistonphone calibrations at low levels (127 dB) compare favorably with
shock-tube calibrations at high levels (170 to 180 dB).
Improvements in small arms, within recent years, have
raised the sound pressure level (SPL) at the operator's
ear until
many firers
show large hearing losses.
The purpose of this
report is to help establish a uniform procedure for measuring
small arms' pressure waves accurately -- the primary requirement for evaluating how such weapons affect hearing.
One of a transducer's
most important characteristics
when
measuring impulse noise is its rise time capability.
Although
no present-day transducer can follow the pressure rise exactly,
the device chosen must be able to reach a peak before significant
pressure decay occurs.
In order to evaluate this characteristic,
several pressure transducers
were exposed to the pressure produced by a shock tube. The shock tube nominally produces a
shock wave which rises "instantaneously"
to a preselected pressure, remains at that pressure for a short time, then gradually

returns to ambient pressure.
When a transducer measures the
shock-tube pressure wave, the pressure-vs -time history oscillogram is an accurate index of the transducer's
rise-time
capability
for a given pressure and a given angle of incidence.
Moreover,
the shock tube produces an accurate,
preselected pressure,
which
is a useful reference for verifying other calibration methods.
The
transducer's
ringing and overshoot characteristics
may also be
evaluated.
The results indicate that at a grazing transducer
incidence angle, rise time for different transducers
varied from 10
to 170 fJ-sec; it can be seen that at this incidence angle the shortest
possible rise time will be determined by transit time - - the time
it takes the pressure wave to cross the face of the transducer.
At
normal incidence all transducers
exhibited wave distortion due to
overshoot and several showed severe ringing.
It was determined that the overshoot at normal incidence was
produced by reflections off the face of the transducer.
Therefore,
it was decided to investigate how intermediate
incidence angles
affect measured pressure-time
histories.
The wave shape chosen
for the investigation was the shock wave of a supersonic 7. 62mm
projectile in flight which produces the classic "N" wave.
This wave shape was measured with two transducers:
a) a
BRL 250-kc lead zirconate pressure gauge and b) a Bruel & Kjaer
(B&K) type 4136 capacitor microphone.
Both transducers
were
oriented at incidence angles varying in 300 increments from 00 to
0
90 with reference to the bow wave of the supersonic projectile.
The resulting oscillo~aphic
wave shapes are shown in Fig. 1 for
both transducers
at 0 and 900 incidence.
Ideally, the "bow wave"
of the projectile should produce an instantaneous increase to some
positive amplitude'Pl'
The pressure then decreases linearly until
it reaches a negative value, P2' where (\Pll~1P21), and then the
"stern wave" instantaneously
returns the pressure to ambient.
The important point here is that the pressure decrease from positive to negative pressure (PI to P2) should approach a straight
line, and have no overshoot when returning to ambient.
The two
I Ballistics
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transducers,
when posHioned at 900 incidence, agree within 0.:3
dB when measuring the peak pressure produced by the "N" wave;
and its duration is the same (150 fJ.sec). Also, the wave shapes
produced by the two transducers
are very similar,
and both
have the required straight line between PI and P2.
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Fig. 1. Pressure vs Time History Produced by the Shock Wave of
a 7. 62mm Projectile in Flight When Measured with BRL 250-kc
and B&K 4136 Transducers
at 900 and 00 Incidence (sweep time
= 50 fJ.sec/major division) .

As the transducers are rotated from an incidence of 900 to
600 several changes occur.
The peak-pressure
measurements
arc higher than at 900 incidence.
The increased peak is caused
by the pressure reflected off the transducer's
face. Also, the
decay from PI to P2 is no longer linear and a peak is created as
the pressure returns from P2 to ambient. This smaller peak is
due to reflection from the transducer's
face as the stern wave
pas ses, as well as slight transducer overshoot.
The reflected
pressure phenomenon may be seen clearly in Fig. 2 which shows
a projectile's shock wave striking a transducer.
A small spherical shock wave is generated, expanding until it reaches the corner of the transducer,
and then dissipating, since there is no surface to support this reflected pressure.

Fig. 2. Spherical Shock Wave Being Reflected
Off Face of a Transducer as a Shock Wave Strikes It.
Table 1 shows how peak SPL increases over the 900 incidence
measurement as the transducers are rotated from an incidence
angle of 900 to 00.

Table 1
Variation in Peak SPL at Different Incidence
Angles for the BRL 250- kc and B&K4136 Transducers

Incidence Angle
(degrees)

Peak SPL Deviation from 900
Incidence (dB)

1.1

3.3

3.6

5.0

3.6

9.0

The B&K 4136 produces smaller variation from the 900
measurement at 00 than the BRL 250-kc since it has a lower frequency response (70 kHz vs 250 kHz) and also is more heavily
damped. These characteristics
can be readily seen in Fig. 1
where the BRL 250- kc transducer produces minor higher frequency deviations during the pressure decay than the B&Kwhich
averages these variations into a smoother decay curve.
Fig. I also indicates that the BRL 250-kc transducer at 00 incidence creates additional difficulties - - the measured peak SPL
includes overshoot inherent in the design of the transducer,
as
well as reflected pressure.
The net result is a misleading incident pressure-time
history.
The B&K transducer's
recore! at
0° incidence indicates that its best rise time is about 10 fJ.sec,
which agreed with the shock tube measurements.
Because of
this poorer rise time capability, reflected pressure and overshoot will not increase peak SPL at 00 as much as with the BRL
250- kc transducer.
Thus far in evaluating a transducer's
ability to accurately
measurG small-arms'
pressure waves, angle of transducer incidence has been found to be very important.
Also, since the
pressure wave we arc measuring is of such short duration, rise

time must be kept as short as possible.
Therefore,
we also investigated the rise time capabilities of various types of transducers at different pressures.
1l1is was accomplished by measuring the pressure time history of the expanding muzzle gasses of
a 7.62mm rifle at points 0.25,0.5,
1, 2, 4, and 8 meters to the
side of the muzzle.
The transducers were placed at 90° incidence
and tested individually starting at 8 meters.
The results indicate that at the higher pressures
the rise time
of the capacitor microphones became longer.
Some exhibited
rise times (1Slong as 200 f-lsec and measured pressures
of 167 dB
when in actuality the rise time was less than a microsecond and
the pressure was 180 dB.
The design (1ndoperation of a capacitor microphone are such
that the output signal is proportional to diaphragm displacement
when displacements are small.
Measuring high pressures
forces
the diaphragm into relatively large di splacements.
Then the diaphrab'111does not move linearly and the rise time capability deteriorates.
The I3&K 4136 began to exhibit rise time deterioration at 170 dB. The BRL 250-kc piezoelectric transducer did not
show this non-linearity and consequent rise-time deterioration;
it rose to a peak in less than 10 fJ-sec at all pressures tested.
For acoustical tram;ients such as those produced by small
arms which have positive pressure durations in the order of
200-300 fJ-secand rise times of less than 1 fJ-sec, assuming there
is a linear decay, the percent error can be written as:
__

T_r__

x 100

Td = duration of the transient.
Therefore, if a transducer's
rise time is 10 fJ-sec, the error
when measuring small arms will be 3.3 to 5.0 percent (about
0.3 to 0.5 dB).

In summary, our recommendations
arms' pressure waves are:

for measuring

small-

a. Use a transducer which has a rise time capability of ll:n
microseconds or less at the pressure being measured.
b. Transducer ringing and overshoot
dB at the pressure being measured.

should be less than J . .')

c. The transducers
used should have (a) enough sensitivity to
allow a signal-to-noise
ratio of 25 dB or greater, and (b) minimum drift caused by temperature
instability.
d. In relation to the weapon, the transducer should be where
the left ear of a righthanded firer would be (firer not present).
It should be oriented (a) at 900 incidence, and (b) with its sensitive surface approximately parallel to the ground (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Recommended Transducer
Measurements Made at the Operator's

Orientation for
Left Ear Position.

David C. Hodge and R. Bruce McCommons
U.S. Army Human Engineering
Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Marylands
21005, USA

A procedure
has been developed
to observe the
growth of temporary thre shold shift (TTS) which
circumvents
problems of individual
differences
in susceptibility
to impulse-noise-induced
TTS.
Using this method each subject is exposed only
to the minimum noise conditions
required to induce
a criterion
level of TTS. The method ha s been
employed to compare effects of monaural vs.
bianural exposures,
and is presently
being used
in a study of recovery from TTS.
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In 1965 the Dutch drE;dg€:II-A.M. 208 was involved
in dredging sand from Botan} Bay for the extension
into the Bay of the North-South runway at Kingsford
Smith International AirpoLt.
These operations were carrled out on a 24 hours
per day basis, and resulted in a large number of complalnts that the dredge noise was causing loss of
sleep and general annoyance at distances as great as
4 miles from the dredge.
Interviews with some of the complainants showed
that the complaints were net that the noise was loud
but rather that it was "pulsating".
This pulsating
or modulated characteristlc of the noise produced by
the dredge was confirmed and two distinct primary
modulation components wer~ isolated.
These were
found to be a 4 to 5 Hertz modulation component, and
a 0.5 to 0.6 Hert? modulatlon component.
A 1/3rd octave band analysis of the engine noise
showed that the two main pumping engines each 14
cylinder, 2 stroke diesels of 1750 horsepower produced their main acoustical outputs in the 40 Hert7
to 50 Hertz bands.
The modulation depth at these frequencies was
measured and the difference between peak and minimum
signal was typically 12 dcclbels for the 50 Hert7.

Night measurements were conducted on the shore
at a distance of one mile from the dredge under
nominally free field conditions, and the results
plotted on normal equal loudness contours for pure
tones as details in I.S.O. Recommendation R 226.
These showed peak levels of 60 phons and minimum
levels of approximately 40 phons in the critical
50 Hertz band as shown in figure 1.
Because the modulation component was the
primary source of annoyance, it was resolved that
the problem could be best solved by reducing the
carrier level, to the background level. Thus the
modulation level would in theory still have
the
same relative peak to minimum level but would be
virtually inaudible.
An investigation was made into the possible
causes of the low frequency modulation components.
The 4 to 5 Hertz component was found to be caused
by non-linear flow patterns in the exhaust manifold.
This resulted from the varying distances of the
respective cylinders from the common junction of
the dual exhaust manifold on each engine.
Thus
this component occurred at shaft speed in the range
240-260 r.p.m.
The 0.5 to 0.6 Hertz component was the result
of the variation between the respective engine
speeds.
Differences in engine speed of the order
of 4 to 5 r.p.m. were common and synchronisation
of the two engines was not readily possible.
The
difference in shaft speed, when compared to the
basic exhaust gas flow variations of each engine
exhaust resulted in a 0.47 Hertz modulation component for 4 r.p.m. difference, and 0.585 Hertz

The required minimum insertion loss was
determined to be 22 decibels for the 1/3rd octave
bands centred on 40 Hertz and sn Hert~.
To provi,
insertion losses as high as this at such low frequencies presented a problem as a silencer offeri
this performance would need to be physically larg
Even more important, tests were conducted on the
exhausts of the engines using orifice plates to
determine the effects of increasing back pressure
on the engines.
These tests showed that provided
the increase in back pressure did not exceed 5.5"
W.G. the engine performance would not be affected

In ana lysing the performance of the silencer
small perturbation theory was not applicable as t
pressure changes produced by the engines was of t
order of half an atmosphere and the large changes
of density which accompanied the unsteady flow,
resulted in increases in the actual pressure drop
over those calculated by steady state flow conditions.

The design configuration finally selected as
being the most practical utilised a two stage
modified expansion chamber design.
The first
chamber being designed primarily to attenuate the
1/3rd octave bands centred on 40 Hert~ and 50
Hert~, and the second stage to provide broad band
attenuation to the noise components above 80 Bert
The silencers were IO'8u high by 6'lOu in diamete
and each weighed two tons.

The design of the silencers was complicated
by the limited lifting facilities on board the,
dredge, and as a result the silencers were deslgn
to be fabricated in three sections which would be
assembled in situ.
This however provided the

Night measurements were conducted on the shore
at a distance of one mile from the dredge under
nominally free field conditions, and the results
plotted on normal equal loudness contours for pure
tones as details in I.S.O. Recommendation R 226.
These showed peak levels of 60 phons and minimum
levels of approximately 40 phons in the critical
50 Hertz band as shown in figure 1.
Because the modulation component was the
primary source of annoyance, it was resolved that
the problem could be best solved by reducing the
carrier level, to the background level. Thus the
modulation level would in theory still have
the
same relative peak to minimum level but would be
virtually inaudible.
An investigation was made into the possible
causes of the low frequency modulation components.
The 4 to 5 Hertz component was found to be caused
by non-linear flow patterns in the exhaust manifold
This resulted from the varying distances of the
.
respective cylinders from the common junction of
th~ dual exhaust manifold on each engine.
Thus
thls component occurred at shaft speed in the range
240-260 r.p.m.
The 0.5 to 0.6 Hertz component was the result
of the variation between the respective engine
speeds.
Differences in engine speed of the order
of 4 to 5 r.p.m. were common and synchronisation
of the two engines was not readily possible.
The
dif~erence in shaft speed, when compared to the
baslc exhaust gas flow variations of each engine
exhaust resulted in a 0.47 Hertz modulation component for 4 r.p.m. difference, and 0.585 Hertz

The required minimum insertion loss was
determined to be 22 decibels for the 1/3rd octave
bands centred on 40 Hertz and 50 Hert~.
To provide
insertion losses as high as this at such low frequencies presented a problem as a silencer offering
this performance would need to be physically large.
Even more important, tests were conducted on the
exhausts of the engines using orifice plates to
determine the effects of increasing back pressure
on the engines.
These tests showed that provided
the increase in back pressure did not exceed 5.5"
W.G. the engine performance would not be affected.
In ana lysing the performance of the silencers
small perturbation theory was not applicable as the
pressure changes produced by the engines was of the
order of half an atmosphere and the large changes
of density which accompanied the unsteady flow,
resulted in increases in the actual pressure drop
over those calculated by steady state flow conditions.
The design configuration finally selected as
being the most practical utilised a two stage
modified expansion chamber design.
The first
chamber being designed primarily to attenuate the
1/3rd octave bands centred on 40 Hert~ and 50
Hert~, and the second stage to provide broad band
attenuation to the noise components above 80 Hert7..
The silencers were lO'8u high by 6'lOu in diameter
and each weighed two tons.
The design of the silencers was complicated
by the limited lifting facilities on board the
dredge, and as a result the silencers were designed
to be fabricated in three sections which would be
assembled in situ.
This however provided the

opportunity to test each section as it was assembled
and enabled us to compare the actual pressure drop
with that previously calculated.
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The silencers actual insertion loss was
determined by measurements made 2 diameters above
the exhaust outlet under conditions of full load
both before and after the fitting of the silencers.
The silencers measured insertion loss was as
shown in figure 3, and was 27 decibels in the 40
and 50 Hertz bands.
This was better than calculated, and this is believed to be partially due
to a snubbing action of the silencers on the 4
Hertz modulation component.
The difference between the peak and minimum modulation signal
being reduced to approximately 8 decibels for
the 40 and 50 Hertz bands.
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No further complaints of noise were received
by the dredging company, or by the local Councils
for the remainder of the project, even though the
dredge worked at distances as close as 1800 feet
to the shore line.
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Night measurements were again conducted on
the shore with the dredge at a distance of 2700
feet away.
With the dredge working at this
distance it was not readily possible to detect
the engine noise nor the modulation components
above the background noise level.
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Night measurements were again conducted on
the shore with the dredge at a distance of 2700
feet away.
With the dredge working at this
distance it was not readily possible to detect
the engine noise nor the modulation components
above the background noise level.

No further complaints of noise were received
by the dredging company, or by the local Councils
for the remainder of the project, even though the
dredge worked at distances as close as 1800 feet
to the shore line.
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THE INFLUENCE OF TRAFFIC NOISE ON THE DESIGN
OF EXTERNAL WALLS OF BUILDINGS.
Anita Lawrence, School of Architecture &
Building, University of New South Wales.

A statistical analysis of Sydney traffic noise has alII
mean and maximum spectrum levels to be determined with suffil
accuracy for design purposes. These levels are compared wit]
acceptable background noise levels inside buildings so that
required sound transmission loss of external walls of buildi
adjacent to highways may be determined.

Whilst the most severe external noise problem today is
undoubtedly due to aircraft, and in some areas the noise may
be primarily the result of heavy industrial processes, at th
majority of urban sites the most important source of externa
noise is road traffic.

Because of its fluctuating nature, road traffic noise
difficult to measure, except on a statistical basis. For ex
ample, an individual vehicle will differ in its overall nois
level and spectrum according to the engine speed, and the ge
eral state of repair of the engine, transmission, exhaust
muffler and body. When to these variations are added the wi
range of vehicles in use, from Minis to semi-trailers, it wi
be realised that any statements made regarding traffic noise
must lack precision. However, from measurements made, both
Australia (1) and overseas (2), it is found that certain con
elusions may be drawn about probable noise levels due to tra

NOISE LEVELS OF FREELY FLOWING TRAFFIC.
In order to eliminate some of the variations outlined
above, measuring sites may be chosen on flat, straight stret
of road away from intersections.
In the Australian measurements (1) sites were chosen on the Hume Highway and Anzac
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A statistical analysis of Sydney traffic noise has allowed
mean and maximum spectrum levels to be determined with sufficient
accuracy for design purposes. These levels are compared with
acceptable background noise levels inside buildings so that the
required sound transmission loss of external walls of buildings
adjacent to highways may be determined.

Whilst the most severe external noise problem today is
undoubtedly due to aircraft, and in some areas the noise may
be primarily the result of heavy industrial processes, at the
majority of urban sites the most important source of external
noise is road traffic.
Because of its fluctuating nature, road traffic noise is
difficult to measure, except on a statistical basis. For example, an individual vehicle will differ in its overall noise
level and spectrum according to the engine speed, and the general state of repair of the engine, transmission, exhaust
muffler and body. When to these variations are added the wide
range of vehicles in use, from Minis to semi-trailers, it will
be realised that any statements made regarding traffic noise
must lack precision. However, from measurements made, both in
Australia (1) and overseas (2), it is found that certain conclusions may be drawn about probable noise levels due to traffic.
NOISE LEVELS OF FREELY FLOWING TRAFFIC.
In order to eliminate some of the variations outlined
above, measuring sites may be chosen on flat, straight stretches
of road away from intersections. In the Australian measurements (1) sites were chosen on the BurneHighway and Anzac

Parade Sydney. The roads were three lanes wide in each direction (usually with traffic only on the four centre lanes) and
had median strips. Total road widths were about 66 ft. (20 m)
~nd a sou~d le~el meter was set up 10 ft. (3 m) from the kerb.
,he trafflc nOlse was recorded and simultaneous traffic counts
were made. Most of the vehicles were private cars but from 5~
to 15% o~ the total was composed of commercial vehicles rangi~g
~rom dellvery vans to semi-trailers. Roadside conditions varied
etween three-storeyed buildings to relatively open country.
The recorded noise levels were subsequently analysed in
t~e l~bor~tory using a high speed level recorder and statistical
dlstrlbutlon analyser. Traffic flow rates fluctuate considerably, .ev~n.under freely-flowing conditions and it was found
t~at lndlvldu~l noise samples should be limited to about 10
mln. for conslstency. (1). The means 'm' as sound pressure
5
2
level, dB re 2 ~ 10- N/m and as the weighted sound level,
dBA, together wlth the standard deviations's' were computed
for each sam~le. These levels were then related to the
measu~ed veh~cle flow rates and compared with an empirical
equatlon derlved by Lamure (2):
N

. the mean sound level dBA
N lS
V is the number of vehicles
A . .
per hour.
slmllar relationship was found for Sydney traffic except
that the resulting levels were slightly lower than fhose
calculated using the equation.
=

72 + 10 log 1000
V_

h
were

Although mean values give a reasonable idea of the
~verall ext~rnal background noise level near a highway, it
lS also of l~terest to know the maximum levels. It is found
that the maxlmum level tends to be nearly constant whatever
~he. f~ow rate of vehicles, since maxima occur wnen~ver an
lndl~ld~al vehicle passe~ the measuring position. From the
st~t~stlcal analysis ~t was found that there is a 96% probablllty that levels wlll remain within the range (m+2s)
(1), th~s the (m+2s) levels have been taken as the maxi~a
for deslgn purposes. For Sydney traffic the value of (m+2s)
. ab out 9 0 d B re 2 x 10-5 nlm,2 sound pressure level, or
lS

approximately 84 dBA sound level. (The sound levels, dBA sho~
more variability than does the sound pressure level.) Fig. 1
shows the results of the measurements of Sydney traffic noise.
SPECTRUM LEVELS OF FREELY FLOWING TRAFFIC.

For design purposes it is necessary to know the variatic
of sound pressure level with frequency, in order to select wal
or other elements having suitable sound transmission loss of
characteristics.

The recorded noise levels were filtered into one-octave
bandwidths, and again these were analysed statistically.
(A (
third octave analysis would be preferable, but even a l-octav(
analysis proves extremely time-consuming, each 10 minute sampJ
requiring 1 hour for data extraction alone.) It was found th~
different traffic flow rates had the greatest effect in the h:
frequency part of the spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the average spel
trum values, both mean and (m+2s) levels.

A point source of sound in a free field is attenuated b:
a 6 dB every time the distance from the source is doubled.
However, a stream of traffic behaves analogously to a line
source, not a point, and in this case the attenuation with
distance is about 3 dB when the distance is doubled. Maximum
levels, which occur when an individual vehicle passes the mic
rophone do tend to approximate the attenuation of a point
source. Thus it is found that as the observation point moves
further from the source (the road), there tends to be less
difference between the mean and maximum levels.
This effect
was measured with the microphone situated about 100 ft. (30m)
from the road. At the measuring height of 3 ft. (1m) above
the ground, which was grass-covered, an additional absorption
occurred in the 500 Hz octave band, (Fig. 3). This effect
would be less pronounced at greater heights above the ground.
It was found that the reduction of level with distance was
less than would be calculated from the 6 dB, 3 dB theory,
particularly at higher frequencies.

lrade Sydney. The roads were three lanes wide in each directIn (usually with traffic only on the four centre lanes) and
Ld median strips. Total road widths were about 66 ft. (20 m)
ld a sou~d le~el meter was set up 10 ft. (3 m) from the kerb.
le traffIC nOIse was recorded and simultaneous traffic counts
~re ~ade. Most of the vehicles were private cars but from 5%
) l5~ o~ the total was composed of commercial vehicles ranging
~om delIvery vans to semi-trailers. Roadside conditions varied
~tween three-storeyed buildings to relatively open country.
The recorded noise levels were subsequently ana lysed '
le l~bor~tory using a high speed level recorder and statis~~cal
.strlbutlon analyser. Traffic flow rates fluctuate considerJly,,ev~n.under freely-flowing conditions and it was found
lat Indlvldu~l noise samples should be limited to about 10
Ln. for consIstency. (1). The means 'm' as sound pressure
1 d
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~ve,
B re 2 ~ 10
N/m and as the weighted sound level,
~A, together wIth the standard deviations's' were computed
Jr each sample. These levels were then related to the
~asu:ed veh~cle flow rates and compared with an empirical
luatlon derIved by Lamure (2):
N = 72 + 10 log
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th
1000
IS
e mean sound level dBA
V is the number of vehicles
, '1
per hour.
Slml ar relationship was found for Sydney traffic except
lat the resulting levels were slightly lower than ~hose
llculated using the equation.
Although mean values give a reasonable idea of the
:e~all ext~rnal background noise level near a highway, it
~atl~~ of l~terest to know the maximum levels. It is found
e maXImum level tends to be nearly constant whatever
le,f~ow rate of vehicles, since maxima occur when~ver an
1dl~ld~al vehicle passe~ the measuring position. From the
~~t~stlcal analysis ~t was f?und that there is a 96% probIllty that levels wIll remaIn within the range (m+2s)
;~'dth~s the (m+2s) levels have been taken as the maxi~a
eSlgn purposes. For Sydney traffic the value of (m+2s)
5
5 about 90dB
re 2 x 10- nlm 2 , sound pressure level, or

approximately 84 dBA sound level. (The sound levels, dBA show
more variability than does the sound pressure level.) Fig. 1
shows the results of the measurements of Sydney traffic noise.

For design purposes it is necessary to know the variation
of sound pressure level with frequency, in order to select walls
or other elements having suitable sound transmission loss of
characteristics.
The recorded noise levels were filtered into one-octave
bandwidths, and again these were analysed statistically.
(A onethird octave analysis would be preferable, but even a I-octave
analysis proves extremely time-consuming, each 10 minute sample
requiring 1 hour for data extraction alone.) It was found that
different traffic flow rates had the greatest effect in the high
frequency part of the spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the average spectrum values, both mean and (m+2s) levels.

A point source of sound in a free field is attenuated by
a 6 dB every time the distance from the source is doubled.
However, a stream of traffic behaves analogously to a line
source, not a point, and in this case the attenuation with
distance is about 3 dB when the distance is doubled. Maximum
levels, which occur when an individual vehicle passes the microphone do tend to approximate the attenuation of a point
source. Thus it is found that as the observation point moves
further from the source (the road), there tends to be less
difference between the mean and maximum levels.
This effect
was measured with the microphone situated about 100 ft. (30m)
from the road. At the measuring height of 3 ft. (1m) above
the ground, which was grass-covered, an additional absorption
occurred in the 500 Hz octave band, (Fig. 3). This effect
would be less pronounced at greater heights above the ground.
It was found that the reduction of level with distance was
less than would be calculated from the 6 dB, 3 dB theory,
particularly at higher frequencies.

The case of freely flowing traffic, although of importance, is not the most common type of traffic found in urban
areas (in fact it is difficult to find suitable sites for
this type of measurement). Adjacent to most urban sites traffic is subjected to slowing and acceleration due to traffic
conditions, pedestrian crossings, etc. Many of these intersections are controlled by traffic signals which means that
all traffic proceeding along one road stops, and then accelerates as a group when the signal changes.
Since low gears are used when accelerating from a
stationary position, and since petrol engines make more
noise the faster the engine speed, it was decided to make
some measurements near traffic signals. Signals controlling
a pedestrian crossing where chosen so that all nearby traffic halted and then accelerated together rather than the
condition that occurs when two opposing traffic streams are
controlled. As the mean noise level is a function of the
number of times the traffic is halted in a given period an
analysis was made only of the starting conditions of the
traffic. It was found that in this case the Maximum level
spectrum (m+2s) varied somewhat from that found for freelyflowing traffic; low frequency sound pressure levels were
greater and high-frequency components lower. (Fig.3). Traffic flow rates are meaningless in such a case, but it is of
interest to note that the (m+2s) maximum sound pressure level
was 93 dB, which is higher than in the freely flowing conditions, but the (m+2s) sound level was 82 dBA, which is
slightly lower (due to the change in spectrum as mentioned
above.)

telephones
NC curves are also used to specify acceptable
levels In other types of rooms, for eKample bedrooms, theatres, ctC
TypIcal requIrements are from ~c 25-35 for bedrooms, NC 30-40 for offIces, NC 15-20 for theatres and concert halls, As an example it will be assumed that a maXlmunl level, within a room adJacent to a hIghway, of NC 30 is
required.
So that a factor of safety may be Incorporated, it IS
proposed that an average of the (m~2s! spectrum levels measured near the kerbside be used as desIgn values, If, on thE
other hand it IS considered suffIcIent to maintain the meaT
background' nOIse level at the designed Noise Criteria,. ther
the mean spectrum levels may be used Unless the bUIldIng is
situat2d a considerable dIstance from the road It does not
seem necessary to make a reduction of level to allow for
attenuation,
The required sound transmission loss (S.T.L.) of the
external wall may be found by deductIng the acceptable background levels from the measured traffic noise levels
In
this example, NC 30 levels are used.
a)
Using maximum noi~~_!~~~!~
---------------------
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DESIGN CONDITIONS.
In order to determine the degree of sound insulation
required for the external walls of a building it is necessary to decide on acceptable levels inside the perimeter
rooms. It is common to specify these levels by using Noise
Criteria (NC) curves, developed Orig~allY by Beranek (3).
These are closely related to the ability to converse and use
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telephones
KC Curves are also used to specify acceptable
levels in other types of rooms, for e{ample bedrooms, theatres. ere
Typical requirements are from KC 25-35 for bedrooms, ~C 30-40 tor offIces, NC 15-20 for theatres and concert halls. As an example it will be assumed that a maXImum level, withIn a room adjacent to a hIghway, of NC 30 is
required.
So that a factor of safety may be Incorporated, it IS
proposed that an average of the (mt2s) spectrum levels measured near the kerbside be used as design values. If, on the
other hand, it IS considered suffIcIent to maintain the mean
background nOIse level at the deSIgned Noise Criteria,. then
the mean spectrum levels may be used Unless the bUilding IS
sItuated a considerable dIstance from the road it does not
seem necessary to make a reduction of level to allow for
attenuation,
lbe requIred sound transmission loss (S.T.L.) of the
external wall may be found by deducting the acceptable background levels from the measured traffic noise levels
In
this example, NC 30 levels are used.
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If these required sound transmission loss values are compared with the insulation provided by common forms of external
wal~ cons~ruction, it will be found that systems such as II"
cav~ty b~lC~ walls or double-glazed windows of l;j" plate glass,
havIng 8 ' aIr space between the sheets, are necessary. If the
mean levels are ~sed, 6" concrete is satisfactory, but studf:amed constructIon provides insufficient insulation. 24 oz.
s~ngle-glazed windows satisfy the mean-level criterion provIded that they form only 1% of the total wall area and that
the remaining wall is of masonry construction. So-called thermal ?lazing units, having only about !Z" air space between the
glazIng leaves do not satisfy either criteria.
THE USE OF NATURAL VENTILATION.
. ~t will be apparent from the above that satisfactory
cond~tlon~ for domestic or commercial buildings cannot be
o?talned If natural ventilation is used for rooms facing a
~lghway. If it is necessary to use natural ventilation as
~n many case~, .it is desirable to limit the area of the'open~ng to th; mInImum consistent with health regulations. TypIcally 10'0of the floor area is required to be window half
?f which must open. As an example, a living room of i80 ft2
IS a~sumed to.have.a 12 ft.x 8ft. wall facing a highway; the
requIred openIng wIndow is then about 9.5% of the wall area.
It can be shown that in this case the sound insulation of the
wall wo~ld not exceed about 10 dB at all frequencies. This
would gIve a mean background noise level within the room of
about NC 55 (telephone use slightly difficult, raised voice
necessary at 3 to 6 ft.), and a maximum level of about NC65.
ARTICULATION INDEX.
~n ~lternative meJhod of finding the required sound
transmIssIon loss of a ~all in cases where natural ventilation must be used is based on the Speech Articulation Index
(4). The contribution to intelligibility of each one-third
octave band of the speech signal is defined numerically and
may be expressed graphically as a "dot-field". The articulation index (A.I.) of speech in the presence of noise is
then found as the ratio of the "dots" above the noise spectrum to the total dot field. A value of A.I. = 0.8 corres-

ponds to about 100% sentence intelligibility. In order to or
tain this intelligibility in the presence of the (m+2s) spectrum levels for freely flowing traffic it is necessary to USE
a wall having a rating of STC 28; the background noise leveJ
would correspond to NC 60, (1).

Conversely, if the sound transmission loss of the We
that is to be used is known, an estimation of the A.I. and tr
speech intelligibility in the room may be made using the dotfield approach.
USE OF THE SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS TO SPECIFY SOUND
TRANSMISSION LOSS.

The sound transmission class (S.T.C.) is commonly
used to specify and rate the sound insulation of an element c
construction. However, this is not an economical method of
specifying the losses required when the insulation is against
traffic noise. In order to obtain sufficient low-frequency
insulation using this STC curve it is found that much more iT
sulation is provided at the higher frequencies than is neces~
ary. If a standard curve shape is used it would be preferabJ
to use a curve having more low-frequency insulation, for exan
pIe shaped rather like the British Grading Curve. This is
particularly important in the case of accelerating traffic.
CONCLUSION.

As mentioned at the commencement of this paper it i~
difficult to be precise when dealing with a fluctuating soune
source such as traffic. However, it is believed that the
results presented may be of value when chosing suitable
systems of construction for the external walls of buildings
on main highways.
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If these required sound transmission loss values are comlared with the insulation provided by common forms of external
.'allconstruction, it will be found that systems such as 11"
:av~ty b~ic~ walls or double-glazed windows of !,r" plate glass,
lavlng 8 ' alr space between the sheets, are necessary. If the
~ean levels are ~sed, 6".concrete is satisfactory, but stud:~amed constructlon provldes insufficient insulation. 24 oz.
;~ngle-glazed windows satisfy the mean-level criterion proTlded that they form only 1% of the total wall area and that
:he remaining wall is of masonry construction. So-called ther1al ?lazing units, having only about !Z" air space between the
~lazlng leaves do not satisfy either criteria.
rIlEUSE OF NATURAL VENTILATION.
,
. ~t will be appa~ent from the above that satisfactory
_ond~tlon~ for domestlC or commercial buildings cannot be
)~talned If n~tu~al ventilation is used for rooms facing a
:lghway. If It IS necessary to use natural ventilation as
~n many case~, .it is desirable to limit the area of the'open~ng to th; mlnlmum consistent with health regulations. Typlcall~ 10~ of the floor area is required to be window, half
?f WhlCh must open. As an example, a living room of 180 ft2
IS a~sumed to.have.a 12 ft.x 8ft. wall facing a highway; the
requlred Openlng wlndow is then about 9.5% of the wall area.
It can be shown that in this case the sound insulation of the
wall wo~ld not exceed about 10 dB at all frequencies. This
would glve a mean background noise level within the room of
about NC 55 (telephone use slightly difficult, raised voice
necessary at 3 to 6 ft.), and ~aximum
level of about NC65.
ARTICULATION INDEX.
\
An alternative method of finding the required sound
t~ansmission loss of a wall in cases where natural ventilatlon must be used is based on the Speech Articulation Index
(4). The contribution to intelligibility of each one-third
octave band of the speech signal is defined numerically and
maY,be ~xpressed graphically as a "dot-field". The articulatlon Index (A.I.) of speech in the presence of noise is
then found as the ratio.of the "dots" above the noise spectrum to the total dot fleld. A value of A. I. = 0.8 corres-

ponds to about 100% sentence intelligibility. In order to obtain this intelligibility in the presence of the (m+2s) spectrum levels for freely flowing traffic it is necessary to use
a wall having a rating of STC 28; the background noise level
would correspond to NC 60, (1).
Conversely, if the sound transmission loss of the wall
that is to be used is known, an estimation of the A.I. and the
speech intelligibility in the room may be made using the dotfieId approach.
USE OF THE SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS TO SPECIFY SOUND
TRANSMISSION LOSS.
The sound transmission class (S.T.C.) is commonly
used to specify and rate the sound insulation of an element of
construction. However, this is not an economical method of
specifying the losses required when the insulation is against
traffic noise. In order to obtain sufficient low-frequency
insulation using this STC curve it is found that much more insulation is provided at the higher frequencies than is necessary. If a standard curve shape is used it would be preferable
to use a curve having more low-frequency insulation, for example shaped rather like the British Grading Curve. This is
particularly important in the case of accelerating traffic.
CONCLUSION.
As mentioned at the commencement of this paper it is
difficult to be precise when dealing with a fluctuating sound
source such as traffic. However, it is believed that the
results presented may be of value when chosing suitable
systems of construction for the external walls of buildings
on main highways.

The measurements referred to in this paper were made
by the author with the assistance of students of the Architectural Acoustics Graduate Diploma course; in particular thanks
are due to Mr. Hegvold, and to Mr. Jones, lab. assistant for
their help in processing the data, and to Mr. Green for the
statistical analysis.
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Commonwealth
Acoustic Laboratories,
Sydney.

The paper draws attention to some conditions which may
invalidate the use of laboratory data and damage risk contours
when applied to the noise from tracked military vehicles.
Some
new data are presented in support of this view and a method of
arri ving at an estimate of the auditory hazard in spite of these
difficulties
is described.

Someproblems to be considered in the application of laboratory data on temporary threshold shift (TTS) and industrial
damaee risk contours (DRC)to noise from
military vehicles are :
(i)
variations in schedule of exposures from those typically provided
for in the criteria,
e.g. noise exposures maynot occur daily nor extend
over as much as 10 years.
(11) variations
the populations

in the baseline acuity level, or 'restine
of people to be exposed to the noise.

(Hi)
limitations in the capacity of octave band analysis
ation about the noise on the following matters :

threshold'

to give inform-

(a)

momentary fluctuations

(b)

1966);
the presence of impulsive components (cf. Cohen, 1966);

(c)
(d)

of

in noise level and fre'l.uency composition;

the presence of pure tone components (Kryter,

other relevant conditions of exposure, e.g. whole body vibration, which could affect threshold shift directly by
elicitine
the acoustic reflex (.~) and possibly by other
means (Guignard, 1965; Farrant, 15'66), or indirectly
by
affecting the sound attenuation prOVided qy ear defenders
(Jacobson, 1962);

(i v) the appearance of 10\'/ fre'l.uency hearing loss as a result of
to some spectra.
Data on the effects of 10'" fre'l.uency noise are
and even when included in the formulation of damage n.sk contours
evaluated fron: their effect at test fre'l.uenci es of 500 Hz, 1,000
above (Kryter, 1965).

exposure
scarce
are often
Hz and

(v) the lack of reliable infome.tion on the 3.etU2l comLihons of use of
ear defenders qy personnel.
This is related to (iii) (d\ abov~.
The present paper will illustrate
some of these pro~lelClsin connection with thE
evaluation of the noise hazard and the requirements for auditory protection presentE
qy a tracked military vehicle (an annoured personnel carrier (AJ'C)). The remarks
will mainly callcem the application of on•.· set of hearing d=age risk contours (DRC)
those proposed ~ the (U.S.) National Acade~ of Science - National Research Council
Committeeon Heerine, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics (CHABA)
(Kxyter, 1966).
In Fig. 1 is shown an octave band analyses carried out at the Commonwealth
Acoustic Laboratories (CAL)of the average noise level encountered in the interior
of a diesel powered annoured personnel carrier travelling at cruise speed. Also
shownin this fieure are two damage ri .,k conto'1I'S. I t will be seen tha.t the noise
level exceeds both of the crHeria and it w0ulri appear therefore t'u,t some fo"t'lD
of
hearing protection should be used qy persons nabitudly
ex:posed to the noise.
Other queu.ti.aIls raised at the time this analysis was carried out reqlllreC1 that
we E.faluate the temporary h'3aring loss of personnel exposed to the noise as well anc
an attempt was made to calculate, from experimental data reported in the literature,
what the aveI'88e temporary hearing loss would be 6 seconds, two minutes and one hOUl
after exposure to the noise for a period of aFproxilllutely one and one half hours
(Piesse, 1965).
The results of one of these calculations,
made on the basis of the
octave band analysis (Fig. 1) toeether with equations given by Ward (1959) are shown
in the next figure (Fig. 2).
It 1JaB subsequently considered that thf calculations
could have overestimated
the expected teJ:lporary hearing loss becausl' the con,Iitio!!" 01' exposure in the
personnel c~er
are quite different from the eX} "rimen :a1 con·.'.
1tions under which
Ward arrived atrus
equations (Carter, 1966). These 2uurc.:'s of error were :
(i) The driving conditions in the vehicle wOludnot nonnaL} be the
same as those predicated in the earlif'r~A L report.
(ii)
The calculations
of hearint: loss were based on WaJ,j's experiments
using a number of young normal hearing university students ~s subjects.
Effects of the same magnitUde would not be expected in a raoiom sample
of trained soldiers because of the better hearinr; acuity of the students
to start with (Hecker, 1965; FJetcher, 1963).
(iii)
The interior noise of an AJ~ has characteri~tics
not evident from
the octave band analysi s but which are qui te apraren t to the ear.
In
particular it fluctuates rapidly with time both in intensity and frequency composition.
The relevance of this for the present study depends
on some data qy Fletcher, who showed that acoustical stimuli vary in
their effectiveness
in elicitinG and maintaining the aural reflex (AR).
These and other investigations
(Reid, 1946) sueeest that the general
characteristics
of stimuli ffiJSt effective in maintaining the reflex are
rapid frequency or amplitude variations with time and a complex spectnun.
This is typical of APe noise.

(iv) the personnel in the vehicle are simultaneously exposed to noise and
to fairly severe who18 body vibration.
Data qy Farrant (1966) have shown
that the ARcan be elicited
qy vibration stimuli (of much higher frequency)
applied to the extenlal canal, and it is possible that whole body vibration
!MY have a sufficient
component at these frequenci.es present in the canal
to at least facilitate
contraction of the AR. If this were so it would add
to the likelihood of an aural protective effect not accounted for in Ward's
data and therefore our calculations based on them.

In view of the relation between temporary and permanent hearing loss shown
Nixon and Glorie (1961, 1962), the above reservations
could be applied to estim<
of permanent hearing losses resulting from daily exposures to APCnoise, and it
decided to carry out an experimental study of the effect of the noise on 14 aSBE
troopers under simulated operational conditions.
The hearing of these troops <
four crewmenW2S tested accordingly before and after two one-hour and two one ar
one-half hour periods in the vehicle in the course of one day. Measurements of
hearing acuity used pul.sed tone, Bekesy audiometry covering the frequency range
2,000 to 6,000 Hz inclusive (Carter, 1966).

Fie. 2 gives the obtained hearine losses measured two minutes after exposw:
(TTS2)together with the calculated hearing losses.
Clearly the obtained losses
far less than those predicted on the basis of Ward's equations.
The study canno
of course show which of the hypotheses presented earlier,
(baseline acuity of th
subjects, fluctuating noise levels etc.) if any of them, would account for the
differences between the calculated and ottained results.

The calculated TTS,.,values are, of cou1'lo:e,averages and when taken together
with data on the disperliion of TTS2 values about the mean imply that some troops
will have losses exceeding 40-50 dB two minutes after exposure, the amount of TT
which is generally regarded as the level at which SOJ:lP
residual PTS (permanent
threshold shift) becomes possible after a sir'ele exposm·e. Our experimental res
reversed these conclusions by showine that given the obtained average losses, no
assault troopers (exposed to the noise for possibly five days per month and ther
fore given adequate time for recover:,·) should incm
losses of this m20litude fr
single exposures.

Howeverthese results also suet~est that compensable hearing losses may occu
small proportion of APCcrevlL1enif they are exposed to the noise daily or near
daily for periods up to 10 years, when the data are taken tOGether with some inf
ation by Nixon and Glortg (1961) on the relgtion between temporary threshold shi
measured two minutes after one day's exposure and permanent threshold shift, me~
after 10 yearn of expOSUl.'e. Our recommendations were based on this data and not
damagerisk crt teria available at that time.
Po

A further and sODewhatunexpected finding froD this study was that more tern
orary hearine loss occurred at 2,000 Hz than would normally be expected to accom
the obtained losses at higher frequencies and this raised the suspicion that hea:
:cr even lower frequencies may be involved as well.
The importance of the frequ,
SlPS belo~ 2,000 Hz for speech perception
is well known and there is the additi~
possi l:ili.ty that if hieh frequency hearll1c loss from other sources, either tempo
Cr permanent, is combined with low frequency loss due to the anlloured vehicle
th,
~onsP~uencesfor the person concerned would be quite serious (cf. Coles, 1965).

(v) the lack of reliable iIlfo:nT'"tion on tLe "lCt=l contlitions of
ear defenders by personnel.
This is !'€'late':! tG (iii)
(d\ abov,,"

llse

of

The present paper will illustrate
SOleI' of tbesp pru~lE'rJSin conr,cction with th(
evaluation of the noise hazard and the reqUirements for auditory protection present(
by a tracked military vehicle (an amoured pel'sonne} carripr
(AlC».
The I"E'marks
will mainly concem the application of or.,- set of hearing daoage risk cor:tours (DRC)
those propoeed 111 the (U.S.) National Academyof Science - National Research Council
Committee on Hearioe, Bioacoustics, and LUomechani8s(CHABA)
(Kryter, 1966).
In Fig. 1 is shom an octave band analys LS carried out at the COilllllOIlwealth
Acoustic laboratories
(GAL) of the average noise level encountered in the interior
of a diesel powered armoured pers01mel carrier travelling
at cruise spe~d. AIAo
shown in this fieuJ:e are two damage ri "k con t011rs. It will be se~ll that the noise
level exceeds both of the crIteria
and it \IIouln.appear therefore t'u,t SOlDefonn of
hearing protection should. be used by person:; nabitu'3.11y e:cposed to the noise.
other quell.t~,ansraised at the tae this Malys1s was carried out reqill:red. that
we E"aluate the temforary h'3arine loss of rersonnel exposed to the noise as well anc'
an attempt wa&made to calculate,
from experimental data~eported
in the literature,
what the aveI'8€e temporary hearing loss would be 6 seconds. two minutes and one hOUl
after exposure to the noise for a pGl'iod of aj;proxilIJdely one 311done half hours
(Piesse, 1965). The results of one of th.,se calC'\l:,~ions, made on the basis of the
Jctave band analysis (Fig. 1) toeether with equations gi v.,n by l'ial'j (1959) are shOllD
In the next figure (Fig. 2).
It .88 sUb8equent~~sidered
that thf calculations
codd have overestimated
;he expected teJ:lporary hearing loss becaus<' the con,:i tiou; 0;' exposure in the
'ersonnel carrier are quite differtent from th", eX}primer,tal cor.,'i tiollS under which
rard arrived at his equations (Carter, 1966).
Thf,se cUl'U'8
of error were :
(i)
The drivil'l8 conditions in the ve!dcle w()'ud not normaL) be the
same as those predicated in the earl if'r ~AL report.
(ii)
The calculations of hearint: 103s were based on Waui' s experilllents
using a number of young normal nearing univers::' ty students "s mlbjects.
Effects of the same magnitude would not be expectn.~ in Il ::"llll'::om
s8J!1ple
of trained soldiers because of the better hea:r-jnE: act,ity of the students
to start with (Uecker, 1965; FJetcher, 1963).
11i) The interior noise of an AI', has characteri<;tics
not evident from
the octave band analysi s but which are quite ap,-arer:.t to the ear.
In
particular
it fluctuates rapidly with time both in intensity
and frequency composition. The relevance of this for the present study depends
on some data by Fletcher, wbo showed that acoustical stimuli vary in
their effectiveness in elicitin
and maintaining the aural reflex (AR).
These and other investigations
,Reid, 1946) sugtest that the general
characteristics
of stimuli ~Jst effective in maintaining the reflex are
rapid frequency or amrlituue variations witb time and a complex spectrum.
This is typical of !PC noise.

y

(iv) the personnel in the vehicle are simultaneously exposed to noise ond
to fairly severe whol£ body vibration.
:;)ata by Farrant (1966) have shown
that the All can be elid ted by vi bra tion stimuli (of much higher Ire quency)
applied to the exten,al canal, and it is possible that whole body vibration
may have a sufficient component at these frequencies present in the canal
to at least facilitate
contraction of the AR. If this were so it would add
to the likelihood of an aural protective effect not accounted for in Ward's
data and therefore our calculations
based on them.
In vi"w of the relation between temporary and permanent llearing loss shown by
Nixon and Glori~ (1?61, 1962), the above reservations could be applied to estimates
of permanent hearinB losses resultine
from daily exposures to APCnoise, and it was
decided to carry out an experimental study of the effect of the noise on 14 assault
troOp€TS under simulated operational conditions.
The hearing of these troops and
four crewmenw',s tested accordingly before awl alter two one-hour and two one 2l1d
one-half hour periods in the vehicle in the course of one das-. Measurements of
hearing acuity used pulsed tone, Bekesy audiometry coverine the frequency range
2,000 to 6,000 Hz inclusive (Carter, 1966).
Fie. 2 gives the obtained hcarire 10ss88 meaSllred two minutes after exposure
(TTS2) together with the calculated hearing losses.
Clearly the obtained losses are
far less than those predicted on the basis of Ward's equations.
The study cannot,
of course sho~ which of the hypotheses presented earlier,
(baseline acuity of the
subjects, fluctuating noise levels etc.) if any of them, would account for the
differences between the calculated and attained results.

The calculated ITS..,values are, of COU;'Ee,avera,ges and Jlhen taken together
with data on the dispersion of Tl'S2 values abollt the mean iDlply that some troops
will have losses exceeding 40-50 dB two minutes after expouure, the amount of TTS
which is generally regarded as the level at which SOJ:lP
residu:1l PTS (permanent
2
threshold shift) becomes possible after a sil'C1e exposw:e. Our experimental results
reversed these conclusions by showine thpt given the obtained average losses, no
assault troopers (exposed to the noise for possibly five d<\ys per month and therefore given adequate t1JJJefor recover:.) should incw: losses of this m201itude from
slllgle exposures.
Howeverthese results also suet Est that compensable hearine losses r:18:;/ occur in
a ~1l
propo:-tion of APe creV/I;:PII
if they are exposed to the noise daily or nearly
cia11yfor perIods up to 10 years, when the data are tal,en tOGether with some info:nr.ation by lUxor. and Glorig (1961) on the relption between temporary threshold shift
':leasured two minutes after one day's exposure and permanent threshold shift, measured
<liter 10 years of exposul-e. Our recommendations were based on this data and not on
dIllllagerisk criteria
available at that time.
A further and SODewhatunexpected finding froD this study was that more tempo.:-aryhearine loss occurred at 2,000 Hz than would no,1l1ally be expected to accompany
~he obtained losses at higher frequencies and this raised the suspicion that hearing
• or even lower frequencies may be involved as well.
The iInportance of the frequen'H'S below 2,000
Hz for speech perception is well knownand there is the additional
~~s2'hlity
t~t
if ~eh fr~quer:cy hearll1c loss from other sources, either temporary
" pennMent, IS comblned W~ th .LO" frequency loss due to the a:rnloured vehicle the
','n~p,~uE'ncesfor the person concerned. would be quite seriOllS (cf. Coles, 1965).
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In the abovementioned s~
temporary hearing loss was the main conce~ the
poaaibility
of permanent hearing loss of passengers being remote because the noise
exposures were repeated very infrequently,
allowinG good time for complete recovery.
In oonsidering the effect on crewmen; these priorities
are reversed, fir.stly because
:reBUlar exposures are likely and secondly because operatiIl€ the vehicle requires
1:Iear:1n8
for speech only in the vehicle's own noise, so tha.t the effects of temporlUY threshold
ahif't on efficiency of Communication would be submerged in momentary
maRking effects.
Sino. the permanent effects on hearing of daily expos\lI'eS ia the main point at
issue the application of damage risk conto~'s (Kryter, 1966) is appropriate.
The applicability
of the DRC's for the prediction of permanent hearing loas is
questionabl~wever
because of the results of the study already referred to, of the
effects of/the noise of the APCon Tl'S since the CIIABA
DRC's are based to a considerable extent on the type of laboratory data provided by Ward's experiments.
In Fig.
2 of a 1965 paper by ICryt_r for example there is a.1Jr.ostexact agreement between the
curves of sound pressure level as a function of frequency and duration that produce
an equal amount of TTS (i.e. the minimumamount of temporary threshold shift for
speech impairment to be noticed), and DRC's for daily exposure.
This could be
regarded as completely acceptable if the industrial
noise and the laboratory noise
are similar and can be shOWIlto produce similar amounts of TTS but the criterion
as
siven must be unacceptable in the present context for the same reason, since the
noise produced by the APCdiffers from that used in Ward's experiments in the way
desoribed earlier.
As noted earlier,
although the TTS data verify our suspicions that neither
Ward's equations for the CalCulation of TTSnor the CHABA
DRC's are directly
applicable to the effects of tracked armoured vehicle noise on the hearing of the troops
using them, the experiment cannot show what characteristics
of the noise, the 3UbjectE
or the other conditions of exposure are responsible for their non-applicability.
However, values of theoretically
calculated temporary hearing loss corrected for
differences in baseline acuity between Ward's experimental subjects and our troops
(the corrections were based on further work by Ward (1963), Glorig et al (1961), and
Nixon and Glorig (1962)) are also shom in Fig. 3. Clearly the differences
are not
solely attributable
to this source and even if the other contributing factors were as
we suggested earlier,
there is no quantitative
data which would enable us to make the
additional corrections necessary to the hearing losses predicted on the basis of
'lard' 8 equations or the CRABA
crt teria.
A defensible procedure which would enable us to use the obtained TTS data and
retain the CHABA
~amage risk contours without full understanding of these causal
conditions can, however, be developed from the obtained Tl'S data as follows.
Ward's equations contain, beSides a number of constants, three Variables.
Theae
are the SPL of the traumatiZing octave band of noise, the duration of exposure, and
the amount of Tl'S produced. Normally (as in our preliminary calculations)
the SPL
and the duration of exposure are knoWIland the amount of Tl'S is calculated from the
equations.
Of course, Ward's equation~ can be solved for any of the three variables
mentioned above proVided that the v~ues of the other two can be determined.
Here it
was decided to treat the SPL in certain octave bW1JS of the noise spectrum as unknowns
and to derive an 'equivalent SPL" for ea.ch of t'le octa.ve bands.
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In the abovementioned study temporary hearing lOBS was the main concem the
poaaibility
of permanent hearing loss of passengers being ~emote because the noise
exposures were repeated. very infrequently,
allolJine good t:une for ccmp~ete recovery.
In oQQsidering the effect on crewmen, these priorities
are reversed, f~r.stly because
reglllar exposures are likely and secondly because operating the vehicle requires
bea.rin8 for speech Cllllyin the vehicle's 01111 noise, so tha.t the effects of temporaxy threshold shift on efficiency of communication would be submerged in momentary
-sskins effects.
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of the DRC's for the prediction of permanent hearing loss is
uestionable hOllever because of the results of the study already refe=ed to, of the
ffecta of the noise of the APCon 'I'l'S since the C:IAIlA
DRC's are based to a considerble extent on the type of laboratory data provided by Ward's experiments.
In Fig.
of a 1965 paper by Kryt_r for example there is aIrr.ost exact agreement between the
urves of sound pressure level as a function of frequency and duration that produce
equal amount of Tl'S (i.e. the minimumamount of temporary threshold shift for
peech impai11llentto be noticed), and DRC's for daily exposure.
This could be
garded as completely acceptable if the industrial
noise and the laboratory noise
similar and can be shown to produce similar amounts of T'l'S but the criterion
as
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8.rd's equations for the calculation
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Ward's equations contain, besides a number of constants,
three Variables.
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the duration of exposure are known and the amount of TTS is calculated from the
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This paper is based on industrial experiences.
Prevention in the buying stage is stated as the
most important factor in reducing occupational
deafness. A noise specification is suggested.
Reference is made to noise reduction by enclosure,
with some reasons for failures, and practical
difficulties which are often overlooked by well
meaning enthusiasts. A practical illustration is
given and it is pointed out that enclosures can be
used more extensively in industry with a combination
of technical advice and operation know how.
Finally the author discusses ear protection as a last
resort but, nevertheless, an essential part of hearing conservation.. Some reasons, for objections and
suggestions for motivation are given.
Prevention by Design and Purchase

Prevention in the design purchasing and planning stage
is by far the most important single factor with which we can
hope to reduce occupational deafness. It is the only way in
which we can overcome inconsistencies with human behaviour.
To a large extent customers control what the engineers and
equipment manufacturers are going to do; in the past they
have not asked for noise reduction. Users can motivate and
assist manufacturers of equipment by including noise in
buying specifications.

As a guide to industry, when ordering new equipment the
following figures, which correspond to N.R.85 (I.S.O.) are
suggested as the maximum desirable levels in the vicinity of
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This paper is based on industrial experiences.
Prevention in the buying stage is stated as the
most important factor in reducing occupational
deafness. A noise specification is suggested.
Reference is made to noise reduction by enclosure,
with some reasons for failures, and practical
difficulties which are often overlooked by well
meaning enthusiasts. A practical illustration is
given and it is pointed out that enclosures can be
used more extensively in industry with a combination
of technical advice and operation know how.
Finally the author discusses ear protection as a last
resort but, nevertheless, an essential part of hearing conservation.. Some reasons, for objections and
suggestions for motivation are given.
Prevention by Design and Purchase
Prevention in the design purchasing and planning stage
is by far the most important single factor with which we can
hope to reduce occupational deafness. It is the only way in
which we can overcome inconsistencies with human behaviour.
To a large extent customers control what the engineers and
equipment manufacturers are going to do; in the past they
have not asked for noise reduction. Users can motivate and
assist manufacturers of equipment by including noise in
buying specifications.
As a guide to industry, when ordering new equipment the
following figures, which correspond to N.R.85 (I.S.O.) are
suggested as the maximum desirable levels in the vicinity of

the operator's ear, under operating
level meter on fast response.
Desirable
Octave

Maximum

Band

Mid Frequencies

conditIons,

with a sound

Level for i\ew Equipment

63

125

250

500

1000

103

96

91

87

85

2000 4000 8000

(Hz)

Maximum S.P.L.
in Decibels

In some cases the ultimate action IS a compromise.
If an enclosure is to be effective it is desirable th
It should be Impermeable and sealed to eliminate leakage
paths.
In practice many attemp~s fail in t~is respect.
OpenIngs may be required for adJ~stment, maIntenance, ~ate
handling, pipework ducts, operatIng levers, etc.
It IS f
ile to expect a high transmission loss where there has to
a large area of openIng.

It is unfortunate that situations occur where one or two
noisy operations which could be isolated, such as engines on
test, are permitted to create a hazard for many personnel who
are themselves on relatively quiet work.

If designed to meet acoustic requirements operational
problems may be Introduced such as obstru~tion, ~d~ition~l
movements, heat and ventilation and restrIcted VIsIon;
In
)ractice vital doors and closures are removed and are not
~eplaced.
However good a design is acousti~ally, usually
if it hinders the operation in any way It wIll ~ot be succ
essful.
Speaking ergonomically,
it must be desIgned to su
the wo~ker as he cannot be expected to readily adjust to
suit the machine.
The efficiency of enclosures, requirin~ a lining of
porous absorptive material, is sometimes qUIckly reduced
by coatings of oil, cement, metal splashes, etc. In some
cases perforated replacement panel covers have been successfully used to overcome thIS problem and splash plates
may be applicable.
Operations such as heavy type hot forging do not read
ily lend themselves to suitable enclosures.
It should be emphasised that enclosures.may ~e compli
cated costly and often futile.
There are SItuatIons wher
they ~re neither practical nor economical.
It seems preferable to be realistic.

However, enclosure should not be taken for granted.
We
sometimes hear that it is easy to reduce industrial noise by
barriers and enclosures.
This form of publicity by would-be
noise abaters, although well meaning, is most inadvisable
and misleading.
It fails to recognIse the problems involved, it tends to embarrass rather than to encourage industry and ill advised ac·tion may result in unnecessary waste
of money.
In some cases it appears to encourage resIstance
to protection in a situation which is virtually impossible
to reduce.

However, the author is of the opinion that ~f management is sufficiently motivated, acoustically desIgned enclosures can be and should be applied in industry much
more extensively than they are at present.
They must be compatible with operational req~ir~ments
This requires the application of sound c~ntrol prlnc~pl~s
together with with a complete understandIng
of pra~tlca
operation.
It would seem desirable for the acoustICS engineer to work in consultation with the plant manager, engineer and particularly operation personnel concerned.
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81

While this is considered a reasonable practical limit it
will not eliminate all risk and it should not be regarded as
final.
Efforts should, of course, be made to attain lower
levels where practical.
If the noise requirements cannot be met manufacturers
should be asked to supply particulars of the noise from
their machines so that the user can take it into account in
his proposed design, location and bUilding.
Reduction

by Segregation

and Enclosure.

When there are existing
and which cannot be reduced,
examine means of segregating
and machines if practical.

sources which constitute a risk
industry should very thoroughly
and enclosing noisy processes

79

the operator's ear, under operating
level meter on fast response.
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While this is considered a reasonable practical limit it
will not eliminate all risk and it should not be regarded as
final. Efforts should, of course, be made to attain lower
levels where practical.
If the noise requirements cannot be met manufacturers
should be asked to supply particulars of the noise from
their machines so that the user can take it into account in
his proposed design, location and building.
Reduction

by Segregation

and Enclosure.

When there are existing sources which constitute a risk
and which cannot be reduced, industry should very thoroughly
examine means of segregating and enclosing noisy processes
and machines if practical.
It is unfortunate that situations occur where one or two
noisy operations which could be isolated, such as engines on
test, are permitted to create a hazard for many personnel who
are themselves on relatively quiet work.
However, enclosure should not be taken for granted.
We
sometimes hear that it is easy to reduce industrial noise bv
barriers and enclosures.
This form of publicity by would-b~
noise abaters, although well meaning, is most inadvisable
and misleading.
It fails to recognise the problems involved, it tends to embarrass rather than to encourage industry and ill advised action may resul t in unnecessary waste
of money.
In some cases it appears to encourage reSIstance
to protection in a situation which is virtually impossible
to reduce.
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In some cases the ultimate action is a compromise.
If an enclosure is to be effective it is desirable that
it should be Impermeable and sealed to elimi~ate leakage
paths.
In practice many attempts fail in t~lS respect.
.
OpenIngs may be required for adjustment, maIntenance, ~aterlal
handling, pipework ducts, operating levers, etc.
It IS futile to expect a high transmission loss where there has to be
a large area of opening.
If designed to meet acoustic requirements oper~t~onal
problems may be introduced such as obstru~tion, ~d~lt~on~l
movements, heat and ventilation and restrIcted VISIon,
In
practice vital doors and closures are remo~ed and are not
replaced.
However good a design is aco~stl~ally, usually
if it hinders the operation in any way It WIll ~ot be succ~
essful.
Speaking ergonomically, it must be.deslg~ed to SUIt
the worker as he cannot be expected to readIly adJust to
suit the machine.
The efficiency of enclosures, requiring a lining of
porous absorptive material, is sometimes quickly reduced
by coatings of oil, cement, metal splashes, etc. In some
cases perforated replacement panel covers have been successfully used to overcome this problem and splash plates
may be applicable.
Operations such as heavy type hot forging do not readily lend themselves to suitable enclosures.
It should be emphasised that enclosures.may ~e complicated, costly and often futile.
Ther~ are SItuatIons where
they are neither practical nor economIcal.
It seems preferable to be realistic.
However
the author is of the opinion that if management is sufficiently motivated, acoustically designed enclosures can be and should be applied in industry much
more extensively than they are at present.
They must be compatible with operational req~ir~ments.
This requires the application of sound c~ntrol prlnc~ples
together with with a complete understandIng of pra~tlcal
operation.
It would seem desirable for the acoustICS engineer to work in consultation with the plant manager, engineer and particularly operation personnel concerned.

As an illustration, a 6 header wood moulder would be
classed ~s difficult, perhaps quite correctly, by many
woodworkIng
managers.
There are exhaust ducts , feed
.
. shop
.
OpenIngs, fInIshed product openings, it requires ready access for adjustment, etc. Nevertheless,
it has been done.
There have been illustrations
of enclosures with spring
loaded doors for this type of machine.
In this particular
case, shown in sketch, the operators felt that hinged doors
could not provide the desirable fleXibility but sliding
doors were found to be practical.
Without any refinements such as overlap or sealed
~oors, lined ducts for feed-in or acoustic lining inside
It gave an effective improvement of 10 dBA.
In another case a plastic granulating machine was enclosed in a ply-wood box lined with porous absorptive material. A suspended rubber sheet three-sixteenths
of an
inch thick provided a suitable closure for the feed chute
opening which otherwise would have been an escape route.
If they are to be effective, barriers need to be
close to either the machine, or the operator.
Mechanical handling methods enable the use of barriers
with glass vision panels for operators, such as in timber
mills, where the sources are limited and the noise is more
or less directional.
Barriers are usually ineffective if
there are numerous sources, perhaps in a large and reverberant building, particularly if the operator has to make
frequent excursions to various parts of the mill.
Situations where a noise source does not require frequent access, such as tin cans crashing together in a can
chute, can readily be treated by a duct lined with sound
absorptive material.

Ear muffs are supported by a band over the head, a nec]
band suitable for wearing with a safety hat and some a
attached to a safety hat.
They are convenient and do not require individual fitt
Ear canal caps are held firmly against the entrance to
ear canal bv a small lightweight head band but they do
enter the e~r. They do not require individual fitting
suitable fit depends on the employee adjusting them co
Ear plugs fit into the ear canal.
There ar~ many type
prefabricated plastic plugs which are made ~n ~ :ange
sizes. The correct size is important, and IndIVIdual
ting of each ear is required.
In order to obtain a go
seal there will be some pressure on the ear and consequently discomfort can be e~pected initially:
TheY"a::
easily carried and also eaSIly lost or left In the oc
pocket".
Fibreglass Wool is available from which fresh ear ~lug
can be made up daily by the employee.
There are dIffe
ences of opinion on these but, providing.care
is.taker
make them up to fit the ear canal they WIll pr~vI~e a
suitable attenuation.
A disadvantage
is that It IS de
endent on the employee to ensure that it is made up
correctly.
It has the advantage that prior fitting i~
not required.
This material is being used widely in many industries
here and overseas and in the Armed Services.
There al
indIcations that employees will accept it more readil)
than many permanent types.
Typical attenuations in dB are as follows:Frequency

Ear Protection.
Ear protection has often been described as a "last
ditch stand".
However, it must be considered a most important part of hearing ~onservation as there are still
many cases where reductIon to a safe level is either not
practical, or it is a low range matter.
The object is to
reduce to a safe level noise entering the ear. For most
industrial purposes the following kinds are available, vix:-

Hz

Fibre Glass Wool
~ormal Ear Plug
Medium Ear Muff
Fitting

I

250

500

1000

2000

4000

11
16
18

13
17
26

17
24
43

29
28
43

35
27
46

and Indoctrination

It is desirable for the employee to select from a ran
of protection the type that suits him best.

As an illustration,
a 6 header wood moulder would be
lassed ~s difficult, perhaps quite correctly, by many
Jodworklng shop managers.
There are exhaust ducts, feed
Jenings, finished product openings, it requires ready acc3S for adjustment,
etc. Nevertheless,
it has been done.
There have bee~ illustrations.of
enclosures with spring
Jaded doors, for thlS type of machlne.
In this particular
ase, shown In sketch, the operators felt that hinged doors
Juld not provide the desirable flexibility but sliding
Jors were found to be practical.
Without any refinements such as overlap or sealed
oors, lined ducts for feed-in or acoustic lining inside
t gave an effective improvement of 10 dBA.
In another case a plastic granulating machine was enl~sed in a ply-wood box lined with porous absorptive matrlal. A suspended rubber sheet three-sixteenths
of an
nch thick provided a suitable closure for the feed chute
pening which otherwise would have been an escape route.
If they are to be effective, barriers need to be
lose to either the machine, or the operator.
Mechanical handling methods enable the use of barriers
'lth glass vision panels for operators, such as in timber
tllls, where the sources are limited and the noise is more
II' less
directional.
Barriers are usually ineffective if
here are numerous sources, perhaps in a large and rever~erant bUilding, particularly
if the operator has to make
:requent excursions to various parts of the mill.
Situations where a noise source does not require freluent access, such as tin cans crashing together in a can
:hute, can readily be treated by a duct lined with sound
lbsorptive material.

Ear muffs are supported by a band over the head, a neck
band suitable for wearIng with a safety hat and some are
attached to a safety hat.
They are convenient and do not require individual fitting.
Ear canal caps are held firmly against the entrance to the
ear canal by a small lightweight head b~n~ but t~ey.do not
enter the ear. They do not require indlvidual fltting.
A
suitable fit depends on the employee adjusting them correct 1
Ear plugs fit into the ear canal.
There ar~ many types of
prefabricated
plastic plugs which are made ~n ~ :ange o~
sizes.
The correct size is important, and Indlvidual fltting of each ear is required.
In order to obtain a good
seal there will be some pressure on the ear and consequently discomfort can be expected initially:
TheY"a:e
easily carried and also easily lost or left In the o~her
pocket".
Fibreglass Wool is available from which fresh ear ~lugs
can be made up daily by the employee.
There a~e dlfferences of opinion on these but, providing,care
IS,taken to
make them up to fit the ear canal they wlll pr~vl~e a
suitable attenuation.
A disadvantage
is that It IS dependent on the employee to ensure that it is made up
correctly.
It has the advantage that prior fitting is
not required.
This material is being used wldely in many industries
here and overseas and in the Armed Services.
There are
indications that employees will accept it more readily
than many permanent types.
Typical attenuations
in dB are as follows:Frequency

Ear Protection.
Ear protection has often been described as a "last
litch stand".
However, it must be considered a most imp)rtant part of hearing conservation as there are still
nany cases where reductlon to a safe level is either not
practical, or it is a low range matter.
lhe object is to
reduce to a safe level noise entering the ear. For most
Industrial purposes the following kinds are available, vix:-

Hz

Fibre Glass Wool
Normal Ear Plug
Medium Ear Muff
Fitting

250

500

1000

2000

4000

11
16
18

13
17
26

17
24
43

29
28
43

3S
27
46

and Indoctrination

It is desirable for the employee to select
of protection the type that suits him best.

from a range

The most logical place for initial fitting at first thought
might appear to be in the plant medical centre.
While this
is suitable for giving instructions on the correct use and
reasons for protection, ear protection will make a quiet situation quieter and it will not give the employee a true indication. On the other hand, if fitted in the work environment
there are advantages, the reduction is dramatic, the benefit
obvious, and it gives a better understanding of the changes of
levels involved.
Introduction of noise into the fitting room
is a suitable compromise.
Often employees will not accept ear
protection readily.
There are a number of reasons some of which
are as follows:
*
Management has not taken the trouble to provide it properly.
It must be suitable for the job and for the employee.
He must be taught how to use it, how to adapt to
a new level of sound and how he should adjust his own
voice level.
Discomfort.
Protection must be suitable for the situation.
It will require some time to become accustomed
to it.
If it hurts, the ear should be given a rest for
a few days.
Indifference, or a resistance to a change.
With the insidious onset of hearing loss he is not aware of the lmportance.
Fear of missing speech, warning signals, or roof movement in tunnels.
Usually in a noise such sounds are
heard as well or better.
Ability to hear changes in the sound of machines,
Annoyance by low frequency drumming and resonance ln muffs.
Irritants, chemical vapours and heat.
A large difference between the noise and the quiet
periods.
l

He is "tough
and does not require protection.
A routine approach without recognition of differences
in individuals and in situations.
Some reasons for non-acceptance may be based on false conceptions.
Objections should never be overlooked.
There may
be a good reason, or a fear that can be explained.
Management
should find out why, and either correct the difficulty or
explain it.

When fitted well the improved com
go a long way to gain acceptance.
Fortunately many of the industria
difficult to quieten will lend themselv
but some exceptions are likely.
It is the responsibility of manag
motivate the employees so that ear prot
will require personal attention by a re
quent follow up, the co-operation of fo
patience and understanding by all conce
Union leaders, in the interest of
members, also have a responsibility to
use of ear protection.
The industrial 1
a position to know the Ilindustrial clim;
the approach which is appropriate to hi:
to achieve the successful adoption of a
scheme may well be rewarded by an impro'
ation and morale.
Summary,

I

Prevention is the most important I
servation.
Users must demand and speciJ
Industry should give more thought
enclosure but false conceptions should 1
often a complicated problem requiring c]
tween the sound engineer and the product
Ear protection remains an essentic
It's acceptance will depend largely on t
ment to provide it properly and to resol
either real or false, that they may encc

If a hearing conservation scheme i
as with any safety programme, it require
est and support from the highest levels
the co-operation of the union.
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The most logical place for initial fitting at first thought
might appear to be in the plant medical centre.
While this
is suitable for giving instructions on the correct use and
reasons for protection, ear protection will make a quiet situation quieter and it will not give the employee a true indication. On the other hand, if fitted in the work environment
there are advantages, the reduction is dramatic, the benefit
obvious, and it gives a better understanding
of the changes of
levels involved.
Introduction of noise into the fitting room
is a suitable compromise.
Often employees will not accept ear
protection readi ly. There are a nwnber of reasons some of which
are as fo11o\\s:
•
Management has not taken the trouble to provide it properly.
It must be suitable for the job and for the employee.
He must be taught how to use it, how to adapt to
a new level of sound and how he should adjust his own
voice level.
Discomfort.
Protection must be suitable for the situation.
It will require some time to become accustomed
to it. If it hurts, the ear should be given a rest for
a few days.
Indifference, or a resistance to a change.
With the Insidious onset of hearing loss he is not aware of the importance.
Fear of missing speech, warning signals, or roof movement in tunnels.
Usually in a noise such sounds are
heard as well or better.
Abi 1ity to hear changes in the sound of machines
Annoyance by low frequency drumming and resonance In muffs.
Irritants, chemical vapours and heat.
A large difference between the noise and the quiet
periods.
lie is "tough' and does not require protection.
A routine approach without recognition of differences
in individuals and in situations.
Some reasons for non-acceptance may be based on false conceptions.
Objections should never be overlooked.
There may
be a good reason, or a fear that can be explained.
j\lanagem~nt
should find out why, and either correct the difficulty or
explain it.
.

When fitted well the Improved comfort in his work will
go a long way to gain acceptance.
Fortunately many of the industrial noises which are
difficult to quieten will lend themselves to ear protection
but some exceptions are likely.
It is the responsibility
of management to educate and
motivate the employees so that ear protection is used. This
will require personal attention by a responsible person, frequent follow up, the co-operation of foremen together with
patience and understanding by all concerned.
Union leaders, in the interest of the welfare of their
members, also have a responsibility to encourage them in the
use of ear protection.
The industrial manager is usually in
a position to know the "industrial climate" and to decide on
the approach which is appropriate to his problem.
Efforts
to achieve the successful adoption of a hearing conservation
scheme may well be rewarded by an improvement in plant operation and morale.
Summary,
Prevention is the most important part of hearing conservation.
Users must demand and specify quieter machines.
Industry should give more thought to segregation and
enclosure but false conceptions should be avoided.
It is
often a complicated problem requiring close co-operation between the sound engineer and the production management.
Ear protection remains an essential part of the program.
It's acceptance will depend largely on the ability of management to provide it properly and to resolve difficulties,
either real or false, that they may encounter.
If a hearing conservatIon scheme is to be successful,
as with any safety programme, it requires the sincere interest and support from the highest levels of management and
the co-operatIon of the union.
AcknO\dedgement.
The author wishes to thank Dr L.O. Longley, Acting
!lnector, Di vision of Occupational Health and lJr. C.J.
Cummins, Director General of Public llealth of the ;-";.S.W.
lJepartment of PublIC Health for permission to present this
paper.
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The ever growinp; number of airplane nights with their attendant noi"e
radiation has producpri an in[TPaSJ ng nuisaIlcP to people expor,erito thi"
noiAe. In order to be able to discus" this nui"ance in a quantitativp
manner, a meaningful measure of the noise nuisancp fA required.
The
number of attempts to do this have been few but WP have, in this paper,
adopted the index of cnmmuni ty nuisancf' prOpOfl<'riby Richarris (1'1(,7) a"
such a meaRure.
The factors in rietermining the communi ty nuisance arf' inter-related in
a complex manner but two factors are obviounly of importancp, the
nu~ber of people affected and the intensity of the noise at its source.
Most of this paper is devoted to examining this last factor, the
efficiency of the aircraft engine as R noise generator.
Change •• in design have led to " reduction in the noise genprated from
an engine of constant size, but because of thf' ever increasing size of
the modern aircraft engine, the overall noi"e has remained much thf'
8&me.

In order to maintain even this trend on future engines which undoubtedly
will be larger, all the favorable changes in engine and nozzle variables
will have to be ~d
to best advantage.
The aim of this paper is to
consider these changes.
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populated areas. a chanp;•. in alr1'l"n,.,flip;ht patt.ernR and II "hanp;p in the
airplane .let enp;inf'n.
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The last m•.thod In .'xami""d in some detail B1Id the theory of,aerodYflMlh
noise /l:enerlltionas i I. app] ie" to the suppression
of ,let.noiae ia discullaed.
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The ever growinp; number of airplB1le flighta with theirattendMt
noise
radiation has produced an increasing nuisance to people exposed to-this
noiBe.
In order to he able to discuss this nui sance in a qulllttitativ •.
lIanner, a lIIealIingfulmeaBure of the noise nuisance ie required.
The
number of attempts to do this have been few but w~ have, in this paper,
adopted the index of community nuisance propOned by Richards (1~67)
as
such 8 meaBure.
The factors in determining
the community nuisance are inter-related
in
a complex manner but two factora are obviounly of importance,
the
nUMber of people affected B1Id the intensity of the noiae at ita BOurce.
Moat of thia paper ia devoted to examining this last factor, the
efficiency of the aircraft engine aa B noise generator.
Changea in deaign have led to •• reduction in the noi"e generated from
an engine of conatant Bize, but because of the ever increasing size of
the IIIOdernaircraft engine, the overall noise has rnained
much the

_e.

In order to Mintain
eventhia
trend on future enginea which undoubtedly
will be larger. all the favorable changes in engine and nozzle variables
will have to be 'ii;;d to beet advantag... The ai •• of this paper ill to
conaider these changea.

of the logarithmic ~cale, the decibel, is an exact measure of the sound
but it is not directly related to the response of the human ear. The
"annoyance" of soun~ of equal intensity but different frequency is not
constant and so the perceived decibel unit (PNdB) was intr~duced to take
Onto consideration the different response of humans to broad band noise
of different spectral content. This Bcale, however, does not take into
account the two other factors, the duration of the sound or the effect of
discrete frequencies superimposed on broad band noise. It appears that
doubling the duration of a noise makes the "llIUloyance"greater than
that of a noise of twice the intensity for the original duration.
As a measure of the "annoyance" to a communi ty due to airplane
departures from an airport Richards (1967) has proposed the ICN
(index of communi ty nuisance).
The ICN is proportional. to the
population density times the total static daily thrust at take off, times
the acoustic conversion factor, times the path factor, times the forward speed factor.
Richards (1967) shows that the total static daily thrust at take cff is
almost directly proportional to the number of passengers per day since
the installed thrust per paseenger varies litt~e f:o~ airpl&r!€ to airplane.
Thus the tGta: ttJ~st and so the TeN do not change if one ~as a
large number of departureE of small aircraft O~ a sma:: number of
departures

of

a fe~ j'urnbo

jets.

l'hE: pat~. factor
and tr_€ speed
facto~
takE' ::'!::'o ac-::'o:.rr.t the di fferent
departure
Froeed'J.reE
the ai~plar_e
car. 'JB€.
The pile:
can use tr:e '"::r..ruEt
of trlE engir.Ef:
to increaSE:
al ti tude aT to ir.crease
speed.
.:"r. i!',;C'reasf"
~n a~titude puts the airera:t furthe; frorr
the people OL :~E ~~our.d ~hi:E
ar~ increase
in ve:.ocity ct1.ID'..ges the speed factor t~. reduci;~g tr....
.=:
expOS'..lre
time of people
on the ground and reducing
tr.e ir:ttns::' t:: of thE ;-,O::"SE
source.
Still another technique ic to reduce the thrus~ of the e~gi;;es
as the airplane crosses the community boundary.
Py this tec~~iqtie the
maximum ~oise on the ground is ~educed but, because of th~ decreased
rate of climb~ the area exposed to tr~s lower noise is increased.

The proposed supersonic transports provide more flexibility than subsonic planes for adjuEting the departure procedure because they have
excess installed thrtist at take off. The noise contours on the gTo~d
for an SST of gros~ weight &OC,OOC lb. were estimated for three cases:
The aircraft was flown at full power and maximum
rate of climb
The aircraft was flown at full power and at the
community boundary the rate of climb reduced to
500 ft/min.,the forward speed being held constant
The aircraft wa~ flown at full power and at the
community boundary the rate of climb reduced to
500 ft/min ••the extra poYer being used to accelerate
the aircraft.
The ICN wa~ calculated for the5e three ca~es with the assumption that the
community boundary was 3 miles from brake release and that the
population density was constant over the reet of the flight path. For

case (ii) the ICN was increased
increased I dB over case (i).

4 dB over case (i) and for case (iii) waa

Thus it appears that the improvement in ICN by changing the path and
speed factors is small. The changes in flight path for subsonic ai craft, within the restrictions imposed by safety considerations, will
lead to smaller changes in the ICN than in the above example.
The two remaining factors in the ICN over which we seem to have direct
control are the population density and the acoustic conversion factor.

The number of people affected by aircraft noise is dependent on the
density of people within the areas exposed to such noise and so by reducing the population density within the areas exposed to the most.
intense noise, the community nuisance is reduced. This would requlre
the

zor..i.n~ of la:ld

use ~ound

future

airports

and the

purchase

of

existin~

propert"es at present airports.
One must bear in mind that as the ~ilson
!(€port
·~::~f:)
pointed
out~ some people may still
chDose th~ convenience
0:' ~:ving ~n the vic~nity
r:o se nuisance.
J~'eatTex
(i9b6~'
~~ounc a:rports
C:l:..!"!"er.t ('ost of

of the airport

over

th~ inconvenlence

has examined the cost of purchas-:'nf
the existing
and haE ~0ncl~ded that tb~ cost ~E no less than
:itt:ng
no~se
suppressors
to jet
aircraft.

of the

land
the

F~ov2ding
acollsti: ins~~ation :or the houses near airports reduces t~e
nu:saY;2E tc- tbe peop:e.
'!'~
....
is,
:!oweve:-, is only a partial
solution
that
is ~ot directl; considerec in the :C~ but C~~ probably be best cons:dered as a change in effective population.

The other factor in the TCN over which we have direct control is the
acoustic conversion factor or intensity of noise radiated per unit of
engine static thrust.
7here are two types of jet engines currently in u~e on commercial
airplanes, the turbo jet engine and the turbo fan engine. In the case
of the turbo jet engine the noise at high power settings is generated
in the ex.'utustgases while in the case of the turbo fan engine where
a large mass of slow moving air is produced by the fan, the radiated
sound is mostly dominated by the noise of the machinery.
In thls
paper we are considering jet noise which makes the results applicable
to the first kind of engine although with recent advances in fan
desigD jet noise may soon predominate in turbo fan engines.
Tne noise from an engine exhaust is generated by
fluctuations witr~n the flow and with a cONplete
flow" the radiated noise can easilv be calculated
eQuation.
To date, however, this de5cription of
jet has not been available.

the turbulent
specification of the
using Lighthill's
the turbulence in a

of th~ logarithmic ecale, th~ decibel, is an exact measure of th~ sound
but it is not directly r~lated to the response of the human ear. The
"annoyance" of sounds of equal intensity but different frequency is not
constant and so the perceived decibel unit (PNdB) was intr~duced to take
'nto consideration the different response of humans to broad band noise
of different spectral content.
This Bcale, however, does not take into
account the two other factors, the duration of the sound or the effect of
discrete frequencies superimposed on broad band noise.
It appears that
doubling the duration of a noise makes the "annoyance" greater than
that of a noise of twice the intensity for the original duration.
As a measure of the "annoyance" to a cOlllllluni
ty due to airplane
departure~ from an airport Richards (1967) has proposed the ICN
(index of community nuisance).
The ICN is proportional to the
population density times the total static daily thrust at take off, times
the acoustic conversion factor, times the path factor, times the forward speed factor.
Richards (1967) shows that the total static daily thrust at take eff is
almost directly proportional to the number of passengers per day since
the installed
thrust per paseenger varies
plane.
ThuE the total trJ~st and so the
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jets.

case (ii) the ICN was increased 4 dB over case (i) and for case (iii) ~
increased 1 dB over case (i).
Thus it appears that the improvement in ICN by changing the path and
speed factors is small. The changes in flight path for subsonic ai craft, within the restrictions imposed by safety considerations, will
lead to smaller changes ir the ICN than in the above example.
The two remaining factors in the ICN over which we seem to have direct
control are the population density and the acoustic conversion factor.

The number of people affected by aircraft noise is dependent on the
density of people within the areas exposed to such noise and so by reducing the population density within the areas exposed to the most,
intense

~oi5e,

t~e community

nuisance

is reduced.

This

woulJ

requlre

the zor..:in"
of la.'lduse =ound futur., airports and the purchase of existing
propert:e~ at present airporta.
One must bear in mind that as the,~ilson
Heuart \:~6:)pointed out, some people may still cr~ose the convenlence
o:~~~vin£ ~n the vicinity of the airport over tt~ inconvenience
of tte
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rate of clime, the area exposed to tr~s lower noise is increased.
The proposed superso~ic transports provide more flexibility than subsonic planes for adjusting the d"parture procedure because they have
"xcess installed thrust at take off. The noise contours on the gro~d
for an SST of gros~ weight 6oc,ooc lb. were estimated for three cases:
The aircraft was flown at full power and maximum
rate of climb
The aircraft was flown at full power and at the
community boundary the rate of climb reduced to
500 ft/min"the
forward ~peed being held constant
The aircraft wa~ flown at full power and at the
community boundary the rete of climb reduced to
500 ft/min.,the extra po~r being used to accelerate
th., aircraft.
The IGN wa~ calculated for th.,se three cas.,s with the assumption that th.,
community ~oundary was 3 miles froN brake release and that the
population density was constant over the rest of the flight path. For

The other factor in the TeN over which we have direct control is the
acoustic conv.,rsion factor 0, intensity of noise radiated per unit of
engine static thrust.
7here are two types of jet engines currently in use on commercial
airplanes, the turbo jet engine and the turbo fan engine. In the case
of the turbo j.,t engine the noise at high power settings is g.,nerated
in the eL~ust
gases whil., in the case of the turbo fan engine where
a large mass of slow moving air is produced by the fan, the radiated
sound is mostly dominated by the noise of the machinery.
In this
paper we are considering jet noise which mak.,s the r.,sults applicable
to the first kind of engine although with recent advances in fan
design jet noise may soon predominate in turbo fan engines.
~n€ nOlse from ar engine exhaust is g.,nerated by the turbulent
fluccuations witr~n the flow and with a cONplete ~pecification of the
flow, ohe radiated noise car easily be calculated using Lighthill's
.,quation. To date, however, this description of the turbulence in a
jet has not b.,en available.

Lighthill lIlIUI able to describe the STOsSchanges in noise radiated without .a co~lete
description
of the flov by using dimensional ar«uments.
We rill
use the •• arguments· to examine the changes in noise from jets
of different size, velocity and temperature.
Ina later section ve
will examine a more detailed -odel to make deductions about the
changes in noise thst can be achieved ODcethe 1J"imary exit conditions,
INch as size, veloci tyand t_perature
have been chosen.
Lighthill'.
(1952) dimensional
total noise intensi ty, P, is
p"

ruf- uB

argulllentlScan be used to shov that

the

T,,2

o
D is

the jet

diameter,

Uo is the jet exit velocity
T is

the jet

static

temperature

and K is a .coefficient
vary as T2.
Thus the total

that

experimentally

appears to

noise become.

P _ D2 U8 TO
o
The thrust, F, frolt a subso"lic Dozz.le. or a correctly
supersonic nozzle is

expanded

}' if U~
-T--'
For s choked Dltzzle, there ;s a:; addi tiORal preSS\ire term in t;-.e
expression for'thrust
and now the effective diameter and velocity
to be carefully defined.

Deed

Consideration of the above equations shows t;,at the totlil :lOi1'e :ntenE: tv
may be reduced by decreasing the Jet'exit
velocity,
dlaT.eter, temperatur~,
or thrust.
The change in intensity ..oH.~ned by adjuEtir;g the thruEt
(holding diameter and temperature COl'llsta:ntJ is 'sho-wnin1"ig.l.
This j s
approximately the same ct~ge as achieved by..."throttling
pack" l!l turbo
jet engine. The change in total acoustic intensity
ae. a resu:t of
variationlS of the quantities
in Eq. 4.1, holdinj; tr.c thrust'co"lstant,
is shown in Fig. 2. Notice, for example, that a 40% incresse in the
diameter leads to almost -9 dB reduction in total noise.
In pErceived
decibels, the magnitude of the changes will be different
becauEe of
TBTi•.tions in the frequency distribution
of the noise.
In the following
section we ville;KaJlline· the noise intensity in terms of the PNdEscale.

The perceived decibel l!Icale valS developedcy Kryster (1959) to be s
aeasure of the suhjectiv,e "noisinea,s" of. a ~~08,db.and noise.
The
"~yancE'''
of.a sound is Vt\l!lte,st, 1"pen, i tli;elS; near a.frequency of 3,400
cps. -.d.80 the di.1'f,rent. fr,e:quen.c,iesare .v,ighted in the calculation of
the, ~ceivedd.cibel
to take ,i,n1:Pacco~~ this varYing response of the
"averase" hUlllanear.
.
.

Lighthill was able to deecribe the groes changes in noise radiated without ~ complete descrlptlon of the flow by using dimensional ar
ents
to examine the chan ges ln
. nOlse
.
gum..
·ff
t·
from
Jets
f
d
o "1" 1 eren
Slze, velocity~ and temperature • TIt
.
.
~n a a er sectIon
we
Vl ~ e~ln€
~ more detailed model to make deductions about tte
changes
lr.."
nOlse tha.t can be achieved once the prl·mary eXl·t candi ti ons.
t
sue 1 as Slze, veloclty and temperature have been chosen.
~e wlll use these arguments

Lighthill'~ (1952) dimensional arguments
total noise intensity, P, is

The
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in

terms

of

aCQusti

p,_,wer and
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to assess the changes in "noisinese" brought about by changing the flow
variables, it is necessary to know the correction that mu~t be applie~
to the curves in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 in order to have the changes in PNdB.
To do this, we must choose a spectrum for the noise radiated from a jet.
Howes (1960) has collected a number of spectra of the total power
radiated and he shows that for turbo jet engines these spectra are
universal when plotted against Strouhal number fD , f being the

U
o

can be used to show :hat the

D is the jet diameter,

frequency.
~e have used the curve in Fig. 3 to represent the noise
spectrum in the rest of this paper.
It should be pointed out that there
are variations from tr~s spectra at different angles to the jet axis but
in order to make definite statements we have ignored these variations.

Do is the jet exit velocity
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T is the jet static tempe:ature
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engine.
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For tne example
cOLsidered
:in Sect.
4~ s ~
increase
in t'ne diame..l-.er
leads to a 1£% increase inD/U (at const~~t
t~rus:).
The c~a~ge i~
FN~
i~ :r-,e 5~rr: of -8.8 dB.
Of or tota:
noise :'ntensit~.· fro~ Fig.
2 and
-C.4d.B
d-elf'
to the S'c-tjec:ti ve correct:
on for hu;na~: ;e~pons€
:ro;n Fig.
4.
Ttus the change ir, perceived noose is -'<.2 P;ld3.

[;~

-T-Fe' a cl10kec flo::::,l£,
tr.ere
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for
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aLG nuw t~;~ effective
to bp carefu11~
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p;.~':'E'.~·'e
diai,:c: ..
pr
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propagation

V€:y comp:ex,

0:

so'~md waves

through

a :"or.-1mi :or"'!l medi urn is

one effect iE fairl} well ~~dp;~toQd.

~hiE is the

reduction
of sound intensi
tJ' d~1e t.o r.101ecul&r
da""rlp"ing 0f tr..€ sound.
lie have
,;see toe YJl~dse;,-Y.neser
C1ITVeS,
see Knudsef: (:: '?3~) to deseri be
tr.e i r,crp&3irlg
at tef!11at ior. wi t!'- ... di stance,
freqt:ency
ar:d df!creas:i.ng relative
humi di ty.

Using the spectr,m i~ fig. : and calculating for a standard day (70%
~e:ative h~~idity), we c~ve determined the change in total inte~sity
due to atmospheric ab~orption.
Results are presented in Fig. 5 for
distances of 2,OC~ feet and ;.,000 feet as a f~~ction of Dr:. Since
the maxir.r~
axis, these

The perceived
decibel ~ca1e ~as developed
y ~rYE~er (l?~~)
to te a
~easure
of the subjecti've
"noisiness"
of a broad bar:d noise.
'l'~,e
annovance"
0 f a sOW1d i ~ gr
-+
t'
.
.
eps.
~
.
'ea •..€s.
wtJen 1 t 11€E near a freq'J.ency
of
th

d ~o the ~fferent
frequenc1es
e percel ved den be' to take into

"average"

~ur.l.an ear. -'-

are

accoW1

weighted in the calcu~at~~n
t th.
. "

7"

~4C'O

o~

~C

11E

varying

resporlse

of

"

the

intensi.
c~ves

ty along a sideline
are representative

OCC\J.rS
at abo'lt
45° °to the
of attenuatior: at 1,000 feet

and 1,500 feet si delines. Note we have "sed the overall noise
spectr\~ in these calcu~ation5 and have not considered the extra
reduction occurring on a FNdB. Beale, over and above that shown in
Fig. 5, as a re5ult of the preferenti~
absorption of high
frequencies.

jet

The total noise is then the integral

-

j4!t, i.e.,
In an atte.pt to change the acoustic .fficiency of the jet once the
primary engine exhaust variables were chosen, nozzles have been designed which disturb the flow in a manner d1sadvantageous to noise
production.
It is interesting to examine the changes in the flow that
bring about these changes in noise.
To do this we will require a more
detailed model of noise g.neration than that used in Sect. 4.
First let us conaider the mixing process given a fixed rate of mass
flow at a fixed velocity.
The mixing occurs as the result of the diffusion of III&S5 and 1II011lentum
between the lIIOvingstream and the
surrounding air. The diffusion rate is a complicated function of the flow
but amongst other things is proportional to the level of the turbulent
fluctuations.
Consider an irregular nozzle as in Fig. 6 from which
air leaves at a velocity U.
The air with zero momentum diffuses into
the jet from all sides unt~l the velocity at the centre of the moving flow
begins to falloff because the velocity scale (the maximum velocity
difference across the mixing region)
begins to decrease.

p_

f

2
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erform the integration of Eq. 7.2 in the two direc~ions across
If we p
that in Fig. 6, we have the noise from a sl:ce of the
a jet such.~
. J
(1968b) the characterls lC Wldth of the
jet. As discussed ln ones
region of turbulence is best represented by

.
h 'nveree of the mean velocity gradient normaliz~d by the
l.e., • e 1.
.
at that cross sectlon •• he cross
velocity on the Jet centre-llne
'regularly shaped jet is then the
sectional area of turbulence ln an ~r
f
) C and the characterproduct of sOllieperimeter (or wettea sur ace , f'
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,. the jet
istic -Gdth of the turbulence and so the nOlse ro~ a S~lce 0"
becotrJe~

The noise is generated within a' jet by the turbulent fluctuations or
to be lIIOreprecise fluctuations of turbulent stresses.
A turbu:e~t
stress is the product of density and two veloc~ty components, i.e.,
Pu.u.
1

J

where u. is the fluctuating part of the velocity in tte i direction.
Each stress has a directionality pattern associated witt it and tte
directivity of the resultant sum of all the stresses is strengthened in
the downstream direction and reduced in the upstream direction because
of the convection of the stresses by the mean veloclty.
The sound rays,
because they are generated within the ~oving jet, are refracted as they
travel through the jet by the velocity and temperature gradients somewhat in the manner shown diagramatically in Fig. 7. The resultant
directivity pattern is substantially changed because of refraction from
that of the sources within the jet.
Now changes in noisiness of a jet can be considered the result of three
effects; changes in total power, changes in directiVity and changes in
the perceived decibel correction (which is a function of characteristic
frequency) •
The expression for the total power generated within the jet (see for
example Jones (1968 a)) contains two "types" of terms, those
expressing self noise and those expre~sing shear noise. Both terms lead
to the same expression in a si.ple model for noise generation.
~e will
use the expression for the noise from unit volume of turbulen~e discussed
previoualy (Jones (1g68b)) so that
~
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The total noise is then the integral
jet,

In an attempt to change the acoustic efficiency of the jet once the
primary engine exhaust variables were chosen, nozzles have been designed which disturb the flow in a manner d1sadvantageous
to noi se
production.
It is interesting to examine the changes in the flow that
bring about these changes in noise.
To do this we will require a more
detailed model of noise ,eneration than that used in Sect. 4.
First let us consider the mixing process given a fixed rate of mass
flow at a fixed velocity.
The mixing occurs as the result of the ~iffusion of mass and momentum between the moving stream and the
surrounding air. The diffusion rate is a complicated function of the flow
but amongst other things is proportional
to the level of the turbulent
fluctuations.
Consider an irregular nozzle as in Fig. 6 from which
air leaves at a velocity U.
The air with zero momentum diffuses into
the jet from all sides unt~l the velocity at the centre of the moving flow
begins to falloff
because the velocity scale (the maximum velocity
difference across the mixing region)
begins to decrease.
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The noise is generated within a· jet by the turbulent fluct"ations or
to be more precise fluctuations of turbulent stresses.
A turbulent
stress is the product of density and two velocity components, i.e.,
Pu. u.
1 J

where u. is the fluctuating part of the velocity in the i direction.
Each stress has a directi onali ty pattern associated wi U. it and tr.e
directivity of the resultant sum of all the stresses is strengthened in
tne downstream direction and reduced in the upstre~
direction because
of the convectiDn of the atresses by the mean veloel to'. The 50cmd ra·i~,
because they are generated within the ~oving jet, are refracted as th~y
travel through the jet by the velocity and temperature gradients semewhat in the manner shown diagramatically
in Fig. 7. The resultant
directivity pattern is substantially changed because of refraction from
that of the sources within the jet.
Now changes in noisiness of a jet can be considered the result of three
effects; changes in total power, changes in directivity and changes in
the perceived decibel correction (which is a function of char~cteristic
frequency) •
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The expression for the total power generated within the jet (see for
example Jones (1968 a)) contains two "types" of terms, those
expressing self noise and those expressing shear noise. Both terms lead
to the same expression in a si.ple model for noise gener~tion.
We will
use the expression for the noise frOllluni t volume of turbulence discussed
previoualy (Jones (1968b)) so that
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Th. direetiTity pattern ia d.terain.d to • large ext.nt by the
refraction of the lI01Uld
_Tes.
Since the aound that is cenerated in
tne forward direction C&DDOt
b. refract.d into the rearward direction
by the cradienta that .xist in a jet, .•••need only consid.r .•••
y. to
optiai~e the directiTity in the downstreamdirection.
It is, of course,
conceiTable that the no1a. s~uer.tiDl •• cbaniam could be chanllld eo
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in the turbulence.
The eecond effect
directi Tity.

that can lead to a c~

in aideline

noille ill the

The maxi.um noiee alon« a line parallel
to the axill of a jet OCCurllat
a po.~t~on downatreas of the exit DO~zle, the -.xilllum bein~ a function
of the jet directivity
and the dietance to the aid.line at e.ch
parti cular anale.
A ty:pical directi rl ty CurTe for a turbo jet r.produced from Bove. (1960) is .hewn in Fi«. 9. It i. po.sible to have
different directivitie •. that 1. ad to • c~d
noi.e level alonS a
udel~ne and the directivity
that _ are eeekin« is that which produce.
the lovest aideline -.xi.um.
The di~ti"ity
pattern i. determined to • large extent by the
refract~on of the aound vavea. Since the .ound that ia «en.rated in
the forward direction caAZlOt
be refracted lAto the rearward direction
by the gradienta that exist in a jet, ve need only conllid.r w.y. to
opt~~ze the directivity
in the downstre•• direction.
It is, of cour.e,
concelvable that. the noi.e Sf'ueratil1&mechania could be chanpd so
that -:>re ncaae :l.a «eerated rearvard.
Thi. 1& "er] unlikely to be a
81¢f~cant
clMmgebeeauae lIO.t of the noi.e acurce. are aymmetric ill
the fo.--rd ..". rear-rd
directioDa.
The directionality
-.xtaUli ia

factor

that I_cia

to the ~l

•• t aidelilla

1
• in 2 9
.ince the int-..ity
axi. ie

The directi rl ty ill
a10Gc tlM jet &Xi..

at a aideline

h unite of di.tance

tq.

7.li _fort_te~
Iovever, exploitinc
1-8

froa the jet

produc•• inNni te radiation
tile for'll of Eq. 7.4 but lUIil1&

1
!linZ

,

1

2

II in

9*

The -.xill"lll .ifelin.
intenaity fl"Olllthe directirlty
of Eq. 7.5 ill •
function of e • In Fi«. 10 we have plotted thi. -.xiIllUli .ideline
intensity relative to the -.xi.um that reault. fraa the dir.ctivity
in
FiS. 9, keepiD« conetant the total power radiated in the fo.--rli Ileaicircle.
FrotI this fisure one call .ee that ~f the conetent portion of
the directivity
waa confined to the fir.t
5 from the jet axi., a
reduction over the axi.tinS directivity
of the aaxi.u. .ideline DOi.e
would be about -7dB. This reduction of the aound, bo_ver, doe. not
chan!" the ICIf which depenclaupon the total expoaure.
A third effect on which the "noisine •• " of a j.t dependa i. the
characteri.tic
frequency of the radiated ac1mdvhich in turn depencla
upon the charact.ri.tic
frequency of the turbulence in tb.e IlixinS
re«!on.
For the turbulence that develops within a jet from a round nozzle,
the c~
in "noiain.ss" •• a fUl1ction of D/O , ( ••• ~ns
the
intenai ty of the lIOundis oonatant) are aAowni8 Fi«. li. If the no~zle
is not circular but 80meother ahape, the turbulent IIt1"1lctureill
ini hally
controlled by the characterieUc
width of the no~£1e, but &II
diffusion of the IIlOmentum
proceecla, the jet be«!na to take on a
characteristic
width equal to that of a jet from a circular noz~le of
equi "alent exit area.
L.t ua aaauae for the _ent
that diffusion has
reduced the strensth of the noi"" lIources to a nellili Ille ..,;ni tude
before the jet be«!IU1to !'O into the aeoond phaee above. If _ alae
"llUIIle that the diUleter in Fi«. 4 can b. replaced by the characteristic width of the jet (and for example in the cae. of many 8IIlal1 jets
well eeparated this 18 a "ery lOod approxi •• tion) then the perceived
d.cibel correction b.&!na to decr •••• at loJ DIU = .05. This i.
the point where a aisnificant
fraction of the no~.e i. radiat.d
abo"e the audible ran«e. Also &.II1'11. 5 abewB, at.Dspheric atten_tion
will lead to an increaaed reduction in intnai ty at theee hip
!"equencie ••
Th. -.xi1llUDl
attanuation that can be achi.ved by incr ••.•inc the
characteristic
frequency can be calculated from a combination of
FiS' ~ and FiS. 5. From these fisures one can aee that by bree.kil1&
the jet into unite about 1/50 the orilinal
ai~e, a reduction of
"ooiainellll" of about -12PNdB. reau1t •• The alternative
approach of
movill« the characteristic
frequency to value. lower than the audible
ranse has not been illvestillllted &.IIit appear. "1Uy difficult
to do
once the total exit are. ia fixed.

In the above diac••• iODve have beea ilqllici tly ..-.-:in« that tIM
obeerv.r u e~.ed
to all the mixiD« of the hip apeed jet with the
aurroundin« nr.
If &olleor all the nxi.nc occur. within an aco_tic
shield, then the radiated aound could be ai¢ficantly
cn-pli.
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The ejector nozzle is an attempt to take advantage of this conc.pt, soae
of the mixing occurring wi thin a ahroud.
Of course much the s_e
UIOunt of noi_ ill generated and unl._
it is abllOrbed wi thin the IlhroJ.d
it •• erges from the ends of the ej.ctor.
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In examination of a •••• ure of the public nuisance of jet aircraft, the
index of commttnit;ynuisance, sho_
that for a civen number of
paaaengers traJUlported, the two moet promaing
w~s to uk. a significant change in the environaent around an airport are to control the
population denaity around the airport and to change the acoustic efficiency of aircraft en~n •••
A reduction in population denaity to :~ of its present ma~tude
reducell the left b;y -lOdB. A recuction in acoustic ~ff,ciency depends
upon the flow variablell and t~e mOllt practical change in the primary
variables is to incr~e
the en~n,
diameter.
A 40% increase in the diameter, keepinl the t~t
constant, can lead to • -Q.2dB. change ~n the
lCN. A change in acoust~c eff~ciency can alae be a:hieved keeping the
primary flow variables COn>;Ullt by using "aupprellsnr nozzles" wmcb
can
modify the turbulence struct'-re
R.&l5Onable n..
lues for a c~e
in
turbulence level and volume su~eft
a reduct~on 01 -12dB. in the ICN,
while a change in the character~Iltic frequency of the turbulence,
another -12dB.
~inally a change ~n the directivity CIlL give a -7dB. :pAnge
in ~
sideline noise but 1it:~e change in tildeN.
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The ejector nozzle ia an attempt to take advantage of thi. concept, .olle
of the mixing occurring within a I5hroud. Of course much the aaae
UlOunt of noiee ia generated and =115_
it i. abllOrbed wi thin the ehro"d
it ••ergea from the ends of the ejector.
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examination of a •••• ure of the public nuisance of jet aircraft, the
'ndex of cOllllllunity
nuisance, I5hoWl!that for a pven nUlllberof
enger. traJUlported, the two moat promising wa;ys to !U.k. a eignifiant change in the envirenaent around an airporT are to control the
opulation density around the airport and to change the acouatic efficincy of aircraft en~ne ••
reduction in population density tc :~ of ita preaent magnitude
educee the ICK by -lOdB.
A recuction in acoustic effeciency depends
pon the !low variablee anc t~e moet practical change in the primary
ariablea ia to incrakl!le the eng1n. diameter.
A 40% increase in the diaeter, keepinl the thruEt constant, can lead to a -9.2dB. change in the
CN. A change in acouetlc efficiency can alee be 8cr~eved keeping the
rimary flow variab1ee const£nt by using "euppres50r nozzle!!" which can
odify the turbulence etrucL.re
Rea.aonabJ.e n..
lues for a change in
urbulence level and volume 8u~eFt
a reduct~on of -12dB. in the ICN,
hile a change in the character18tic
frequency of the turbulence,
other -12dB.
~inally a change in the directivity
CaL give a -7dB. cr.ange
n ~
8i deline noi!!e but li t::e change in tre ICN.
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This paper contains a review of the avaIlable me
ments of the fluctuating pressures
that occur at boundar
separated
flows.
These pressures
are measured
with a
microphone
set flush mto the walL
The actual noise tra
m.ltted through the wall will depend on the noise transmi
charactenstics
of the wall.
The defimtive flow models and results
described
for forward and backward facing steps and a fence norm;:
subsonic flows and for supersonic
flows over steps,
LeE
definitive flow models and results from several workers
(including separated
flow m water conduits) support the
results.
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There is a paucity of both quantitative
results
SUl1
for engmeering
applications
and theoretical
analysIs whic
would help the understanding
of the nOIse producmg proce
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Flow separation
occurs in many practical
situatior
and may be a source of noise or fluctuating
loads on a strl
ture
In many cases a separated
flow is avoided because
power loss or increased
flow resistance,
but there are me
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The definitive flow models and results described
are
for forward and backward facing steps and a fence normal to
subsonic flows and for supersonic
flows over steps.
Less
definitive £low models and results
from several workers
(including separated
£low in water conduits) support the
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This paper contains a review of the available measurements of the fluctuating pressures
that occur at boundaries
in
separated flows.
These pressures
are measured
with a
microphone
set flush mto the wall.
The actual noise transmItted through the wall will depend on the nois e transmis sion
charactenstics
of the walL
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There is a paucity of both quantitative
results
smtable
for engineering
applications
and theoretical
analysls which
would help the understanding
of the noise producing process.
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Flow separation
occurs in many practical
situations
and may be a source of noise or fluctuating loads on a structure
In many cases a separated
£low is avoided because of
power loss or increased
£low resistance,
but there are many

examples where economic and practical
considerations
are
more important.
Separated flow often occurs behind
canopies,
cowlings, cut-outs,
corners,
steps, etc. - on
mis siles, light aircraft,
motor and rail vehicles and in ducts
and components in heating and ventilation
systems.
Early studies carried
out by Garrick,
Hilton and
1
Hubbard
showed that fluctuating surface pressures
in a
separated
region could be many times greater
than those for
an attached turbulent boundary layer for similar flow
velocities.
Their results were obtained from aircraft
and
rockets in which the type of flow separation
and details of the
nature of the flow could not easily be defined or measured.
Probably the first definitive study on surface pressure
fluctuations
in separated
boundary layer s was carried out by
A. L. Kistler,2
his results being for supersonic
flow.
As far as the authors are aware, apart from their own
work, the only specific study on pres sure fluctuations
in subsonic separated flow has been carried out by A. M. Mohsen3
in which he consider s flows over backward and forward facing
steps as well as fences.
H. H. Schloemer4
has carried out
work on effects of pres sure gradients on turbulent boundary
layer wall pressure
fluctuations,
but in this case the boundary
layer was not separated.
Other studies relating to wall
pressure
fluctuations
in separated
supersonic
flows have been
carried
out by Speaker and Ailman. 5
In a report by Bull and Willis6 concerning
experimental
investigations
of the surface pressure
field due to a turbulent
boundary layer brief mention was made of pressure
fluctuations in the region downstream
of a small step.
Their results
were carried out in a 2" diameter water tunneL
H. Boerner 7
also reports results in water conduits in which flow

2 1 Some General Comments:
One of the difficulties
lS that of defining a separated
flow either in terms of flow properties
or experimentall
in choosing a typical model to represent
flow separation

The problem of separated
flow has attracted
worker
for almost 100 years;
the first paper being written by
Kirchoff in 1869 when the claSS1C model of flow separati
behind a cylinder was dlscussed.
The analysis was repeated by Lord Rayleigh in 1876, but both Kirchoff and
Rayleigh assumed that the wake downstream
of a cylindE
did not close,

The circular
cylinder model fortunately
has many
practical
applications
such as air flow over heat exchan:
wires,
etc,
as well as being a well defined theoretical
model.
However there are many other types of boundar
conditions that give rlse to separated flows which may n
be so easily defined, but which are of practical
importa
Examples in practice
abound, the separated
flow over
steps. fences and around corners,
are typical examples
practical
importance
and only recently have workers su
as A" Roshk08 and G. K Bachelor 9 pointed out that an
important
condition not previously
considered
is that of
closure of the wake or separated flow,

examples where economic and practical
considerations
are
more important.
Separated flow often occurs behind
canopies,
cowlings, cut-outs,
corners,
steps,
etc. - on
mis siles,
light aircraft,
motor and rail vehicles and in ducts
and components
in heating and ventilation
systems.
Early studies carried
out by Garrick,
Hilton and
1
Hubbard
showed that fluctuating
surface pressures
in a
separated
region could be many times greater
than those for
an attached turbulent boundary layer for similar flow
velocities.
Their results were obtained from aircraft
and
rockets in which the type of flow separation
and details of the
nature of the flow could not easily be defined 0 r measured.
Probably the first definitive study on surface pressure
luctuations
in separated boundary layers was carried
out by
. L. Kistler,2
his results being for supersonic
flow.
A s far as the authors are aware, apart from their own
ark, the only specific study on pres sure fluctua tions in subonic separated
flow has been carried out by A. M. Mohsen3
n which he considers flows over backward and forward facing
teps as well as fences.
H. H. Schloemer4
has carried
out
ork on effects of pressure
gradients
on turbulent boundary
ayer wall pressure
fluctuations,
but in this case the boundary
ayer was not separated.
Other studies relating to wall
pressure
fluctuations
in separated
supersonic
flows have been
::arried out by Speaker and Ailman. 5
In a report by Bull and Willis6 concerning
experimental
,nvestigations
of the surface pressure
field due to a turbulent
)oundary layer brief mention was made of pressure
fluctuatons in the region downstream
of a small step.
Their results
vere carried
out in a 2" diameter
water tunnel.
H. Boerner 7
llso reports
results in water conduits in which flow

separation
2.0

is deliberately

induced,

TYPES OF SEPARATED

FLOW

2,,1 Some General Comments:
One of the difficulties
IS that of defining a separated
flow either in terms of flow properties
or experimentally
in choosing a typical model to represent
flow separation.
The problem of separated
flow has attracted
workers
for almost 100 years.
the first paper being written by
Kirchoff in 1869 when the claSS1C model of flow separation
behind a cylinder was dlscussed.
The analysis was repeated by Lord Rayleigh in 1876, but both Kirchoff and
Rayleigh assumed that the wake downstream
of a cylinder
did not close .
The circular
cylinder model fortunately
has many
practical
applications
such as air flow over heat exchangers
wires,
etc.,
as well as being a well defined theoretical
model.
However there are many other types of boundary
conditions that give nse to separated
flows which may not
be so easily defined, but which are of practical
importance.
Examples in practice
abound, the separated
flow over
steps, fences and around corners,
are typical examples of
practical
importance
and only recently have workers
such
8
as A., Roshk0
and G. K. Bachelor 9 pointed out that an
important
condition not previously
considered
is that of
closure of the wake or separated
flow.
It seems that the behaviour of a separated
flow in
terms of boundary layer theory is still not well understood,
In many studies a relahvely
long time average IS taken so
that the flow presents
an apparently
steady plcture,
This
approach is inadequate when studying pressure
fluctuatlons in a separated
flow.

2.2.

Flow over Forward
Facing Steps~
In an investigation
at supersonic
speeds Kistler has
measured
the fluctuating pressures
in the separated
regions ahead of a step at Mach numbers
of 3. 01 and 4,54.
11
The step was 2 high and the boundary layer thicknes s
before separation
1,5 11 and 2. 05'! thick respectively.
Figure 1 shows the type of flow investigated
by Kistler
and the pressure
fluctuations
were found to be up to 20
times as great as in the undisturbed
boundary layer ahead
of the separated
region,
The variation
of the fluctuating
pressure
with time
showed that at the point of separation
upstream
of the
fence a type of random square wave modulation occurred.
(See Fig. 1). This indicated that the separation
point was
moving over a certain region,
For this area the spectral
density was very high at low frequencies
and within the
separated
area this large low frequency peak disappeared.

Inside of the craft. but also gIves a measure
of the
fluctuating
or buffetting load on the skin Itself which is
Important
when considenng
the fatIgue life of the
structure.
At subsonic speeds up to 375 fps Mohsen reported
pressure
fluctuations
in the regIon forward of a step 1"
high.
He found that the value of the maximum pressure
fluctuahon
was about 10 times that of the undisturbed
flow.
In subsonic flow there is a further
separated
region,
although smaller
in area. at the top of the step
and in this region Mohsen reports pressure
fluctuatIOns
25 time s a s high a s in the undi s tur bed flow.

For supersonic
flow Kistler found that the separatIOn
POInt was approx. 4~5 step heights In front of the step In
the case of subsonIC flow Mohsen found the separatIon
POInt to be approx.
3-4 step heights in front of the step.
Both workers found that the fluctuating pressure
levels
Increas ed above the undisturbed
flow levels at the
separatIon
point.

Speaker and AHman also carried
out tests in a
supersonic
flow over a step in a wind tunneL
At Mach
numbers of 1.4 and 3,.45 they found that the fluctuating
pressure
in a separated
region upstream
of the step
could be over 20 times the undisturbed
value and was
dependent on the thicknes s of the upstream
boundary
layer.
As might be expected,
as the relative thickness
of the boundary layer increased
the value of the
pressure
fluctuations
decreased.
In their case the
thickness
of the boundary layer varied from about the
same thickness
as the step height to about tWice the step
heighL

FIgure 1 shows the variation
of p2/g
wIth x/h.
There IS a s11ght variatIon with h which is thought to be
due to Interference
effects from the sidewall and roof.

The work so far described
has obvious appl;catlons
to aircraft
and missiles
and gives vital informatIOn
concerning not only noise that Dlight be transmi lted to the

In the case of subsonIc flow typIcal spectra
at the
upstream
separatIcn
point she"N that most of the energy
lS
sprf:ad ()vcr a wldf'r b<:tndl.nd lwhind th~ £10\,,,

On top of the step Mohsen found the reattachment
point to occur between 2 and 2-} step heights downstream
of the step face.
When the pressure
fluctuations
are
expressed
as the ratIo
p2/g they are found to be .
Independent of air speed.
Similarly
the separation
point
is also found to be mdependent
of air speed.

2.2.

Flow over Forward
Facing Steps~
In an investigation
at supersonic
speeds Kistler has
measured
the fluctuating pressures
in the separated
regions ahead of a step at Mach numbers
of 3. 01 and 4,54.
The step was 211 high and the boundary layer thicknes s
before separation
1.5'1 and 2.05" thick respectively.
Figure 1 shows the type of flow investigated
by Kistler
and the pressure
fluctuations
were found to be up to 20
times as great as in the undisturbed
boundary layer ahead
of the separated
region.
The variation
of the fluctuating pressure
with time
showed that at the point of separation
upstream
of the
fence a type of random square wave modulation
occurred.
(See Fig. 1). This indicated that the separation
point was
moving over a certain region.
For this area the spectral
density was very high at low frequencies
and within the
separated
area this large low frequency peak disappeared.
Speaker and AUman also carried out tests in a
supersonic
flow over a step in a wind tunnel
At Mach
numbers
of 1,4 and 3, 45 they found that the fluctuating
pressure
in a separated
region upstream
of the step
could be over 20 times the undisturbed
value and was
dependent on the thickness
of the upstream
boundary
layer.
As might be expected,
as the relative
thickness
of the boundary layer increased
the value of the
pressure
fluctuations
decreased.
In their case the
thickness
of the boundary layer varied from about the
same thickness as the step height to about twice the step
heighL
The work so far descrIbed
has obvious applications
to aircraft
and missiles
and gives vital informatIOn
concerning
not only nu.ise that Dlight be transmi tted to the

Inside of the craft, but also gIves a measure
of the
fluctuating
or buffetting load on the skin Itself which IS
Important when considenng
the fatigue life of the
structure.
At subsonic speeds up to 375 fps Mohsen reported
pressure
fluctuations
in the regIon forward of a step 1"
high.
He found that the value of the maXImum pressure
fluctuatIon was about 10 times that of the undisturbed
flow. In subsonic flow there is a further separated
region, although smaller in area,
at the top of the step
and in this region Mohsen reports
pressure
fluctuatIOns
25 times as high as in the undisturbed
flow.
For supersonIC flow Kistler found that the separatIOn
pomt was approx. 4~5 step heights m front of the step In
the case of subSOnIC flow Mohsen found the separation
pomt to be approx.
3-4 step heights in front of the step.
Both workers
found that the fluctuating pressure
levels
mcreas ed above the undisturbed
flow levels at the
separatIon
point.
On top of the step Mohsen found the reattachment
point to occur between 2 and 2t step heights downstream
of the step face.
When the pressure
fluctuations
are
expres sed as the ratIo
p2/ q they are found to be
Independent of an speed.
Similarly
the separation
point
is also found to be Independent of air speed.
FIgure 1 shows the variation
of p2/q WIth x/h.
There IS a s11ght variatIOn with h which IS thought to be
due to Interference
effects from the sidewall and roof.
In the case of subSOnIC flo,,", typIcal spectra at the
upstream
separatIcn
pOInt shc.',,\< that most of the energy
lS sprEad f)Ver a wldfr bdnd :lnd lwhind th~ £10\'"

reattachment
point the low frequency
drop in magnitude.

energy
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2. 3 Backward Facing Step:
Figure 2 shows the approximate
flow configuration
downstream
of a backward facing step at subsonic speeds.
Reattachment
occurs between 4 and 5 step heights and is
found to be independent
of flow velocity.
For this flow there are two different regions that
produce aerodynamic
noise,
The fir st region is in the
turbulent shear layer leavmg the edge of the step, which
is somewhat similar
to the turbulent mixing region of a
jet.
In the neighbourhood
of the reattachment
point a
different and stronger
type of noise generation
occurs as
the turbulent flow is now able to generate
a dipole type of
noise.
There is a third source of noise which arises from
the boundary layer noise in the reverse
flow behind the
step but this has been found to be insignificant.
The values of the wall fluctuating pressure
levels
when normalised
by the free stream dynamic pressure
rise gradually from their undisturbed
flow value, just
behind the fence, to a value over 10 times the undisturbed flow level near the reattachment
point.
Thereafter
they subside gradually,
Speaker and Ailman found
similar behaviour for supersonic
flow over aft facing
steps at Mach numbers
of 1,41 and 3,48,
Immediately
behind the step most of the energy is
contained in the low frequency end of the spectrum,
As
the region of reatta ~hment is approached,
more energy
is added to the higher frequencies,
the levels measured
depending very much on the transducer
diameter
(that

Flow over a Fence:
10
Both Mohsen and Fricke and Stevenson
have shov
that in subsonic flow the pressure
fluctuations
downstream of a fence are about 10 times their undisturbed
value.
The separated
reglOn is much larger than in th
case of forward or backward facing steps.
The flow
reattaches
at about 13-17 fence heights behind the fenc
and the peak fluctuating pressure
occurs in the neighbourhood of the reattachment
region.
The reattachmel
point has been found to be dependent on interference
an
blockage effects in the particular
experimental
arrangl
ment.

There will be an upstream
region of separation
fOJ
flow over a fence and the behaviour of the flow will be
similar to that of a forward facing step.
Downstream
a fence the flow separates
at the top of the fence and tl
separation
line extends above and behind the fence into
the stream before reattaching
at a point much further
down than in the case of a backward facing step.
Fricke and Stevenson found that the reattachment
point and pressure
spectral densities
showed no signiHcant variation with Reynolds number or boundary
layer displacement
thicknes s upstream
of the fence.
Using a similarity
method they were able to give
reasonably
accurate predictions
of sound pressure
lev'
behind fences,
Provided interference
effects and tran
ducer resolution were kept constant the variation of th
spectral
density with frequency (both non,·dimensional)
and the variation
ofJ .pz;q with x/h collapse satisfactOl
into one curve.

reattachment
point the low frequency
drop in magnitude.
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2. 3 Backward Facing Step~
Figure 2 shows the approximate
flow configuration
downstream
of a backward facing step at subsonic speeds.
Reattachment
occurs between 4 and 5 step heights and is
found to be independent of flow velocity,
For thIS flow there are two different regions that
produce aerodynamic
noise,
The first region is in the
turbulent
shear layer leavIng the edge of the step, which
is somewhat similar to the turbulent mixing regIOn of a
jet.
In the neighbourhood
of the reattachment
point a
different and stronger
type of noise generation
occurs as
the turbulent flow is now able to generate
a dipole type of
noise.
There is a third source of nOIse which arises from
the boundary layer noise in the reverse
flow behind the
step but this has been found to be insignificant.
The values of the wall fluctuating pressure
levels
when normalised
by the free stream dynamic pressure
rise gradually from their undisturbed
flow value, Just
behind the fence, to a value over 10 times the undIsturbed flow level near the reattachment
point.
Thereafter
they subside gradually
Speaker and AHman found
similar
behaviour for supersonic
flow over aft facing
steps at Mach numbers
of 1,41 and 3,48,
Immediately
behmd the step most of the enf>rgy IS
contained in the low frequency
end of the spectrum,
As
the region of reatta ~hment is approached,
more energy
is added to the higher frequenc:ies,
the levels measured
depending very much on the transducer
diameter
(that

2 4 Flow over a Fence:
10
Both Mohsen and Fricke and Stevenson
have shown
that in subsonic flow the pressure
fluctuations
downstream of a fence are about 10 times their undisturbed
value.
The separated
reglOn is much larger than in the
case of forward or backward facing steps,
The flow
reattaches
at about 13-17 fence heights behind the fence
and the peak fluctuating pressure
occurs in the neighbourhood of the reattachment
region.
The reattachment
point has been found to be dependent on interference
and
blockage effects in the particular
experimental
arrangement.
There will be an upstream
region of separation
for
flow over a fence and the behaviour of the flow will be
similar
to that of a forward facing step.
Downstream
of
a fence the flow separates
at the top of the fence and the
separation
line extends above and behind the fence into
the stream before reattaching
at a point much further
down than in the case of a backward facing step.
Fricke and Stevenson found that the reattachment
point and pressure
spectral
densities
showed no signiLcant variation wIth Reynolds number or boundary
layer displacement
thicknes s upstream
of the fence
Using a similarity
method they were able to gIve
reasonably
accurate predictions
of sound pressure
level
behind fences,
Provided interference
effects and trans
ducer resolution
were kept constant the variation
of the
spectral
density With frequency
(both non· dimensional)
and the variation
of
/q with xlh collapse satisfactorily
into one curve.
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As In the case of flow over a backward facing step they
were able to distinguish
between different
types of noise
generation
downstream
of the fence,
There was a jet
nOIse or quadrapole
type of sound generation
in the free
shear layer just downstream
of the fence and a dIpole
type of noise generatIon
near the reattachment
point.
FIgure 3 shows the variation
of the pressure
fluctuations
with distance downstream
of the fence.
These are In faIr agreelnent
with results
obtamed by
Mohsen.
Spectral
analysis
showed that at the point of
reattachment
there was an Increase
in spectral
densIty
at low frequencies
The size of the microphone
is
important
- Its resolutIon
being increased
with decreasIng dIameter.
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The table below presents
a sUlllmary of the Inagmtude
of the pressure
flUC1UatlOnS dIscussed
earlier:
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H Boerner
carned
out a fairly complete investIgation on the origin of noise from water flow m condUltS. H1S results
for turbulent boundary layers agreed
generally wnh those obtained for air flows
Measurements were carried
out in flows behind orifices,
In the
case of water there IS an added complIcation
in that
cavitatlon may occur downstream
of the onfice.
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2 5 Separated
Flow in Water CondUIts:
Bull and Willis in a bnef investiga tlOn n1easured
pressure
fluctuations
behind four different
sIzed
cIrcumferential
steps in a 211 diameter
water tunnel.
It IS possible from consideratIon
of the spectral
denSIty
plots that Bull and WIllIs took measurements
in the
recombined
or perturbed
boundary layer,
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As In the case of flow over a backward facing step they
were able to dIstingUlsh between different
types of noise
generabon
downstream
of the fence,
There was a jet
nOIse or quadrapole
type of sound generation
in the free
shear layer just downstream
of the fence and a dIpole
type of noise generatlon
near the reattachment
point.
FIgure 3 shows the variation
of the pressure
fluctua tions with distance
downstream
of the fence.
These are m faIr agreernent
with results
obtamed by
Mohsen.
Spectral analysis
showed that at the point of
reattachment
there was an Increase
in spectral
densIty
at low frequencies
The size of the microphone
is
important
- Its resolutlon
being increased
with decreasIng
dIameter.
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2 5 Separated
Flow in Water CondUlts:
Bull and Willis in a brIef investiga hon nleasured
pressure
fluctuations
behind four different
sIzed
cIrcumferential
steps in a 2" diameter
water tunnel.
It IS pas si ble from consi..deratlon of the spectral
densl ty
plots that Bull and WIllIs took measurements
in the
recombined
or perturbed
boundary layer
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out a fairly complete investIgatIon on the origin of noise from water flow In condUltS. HIS results for turbulent
boundary layers agreed
generally
w1th those obtained for air flows,
Measurements were carried
out in flows behind orifices,
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case of water there IS an added compl1cation
in that
cavitatlon
may occur downstream
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The magnitude
of the pressure
fluctuations
in a separated
flow may be up to 25 times that of an undisturbed
flow,
The
results
obtained from laboratory
experiments
are in good
agreement
with those found on missiles
and aircraft,
Mach
number does not appear to have a significant
effect on both
boundary layer and separated
boundary layer type of noise
production,
There is a shortage
and in the case of water
further
investigation.
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of data for subsonic
separated
flows
the effect of cavitatIOn IS worth
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ACOUSTICAL FEATURES OF A NEW
TELEVISION STUDIO
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Factors effecting acoustical conditions in a television stUI
are discussed and measures adopted to provide a desirable
acoustic environment in a new studio designed for the recor(
ing of television programs on film are described.
Compromi~
which became necessary to keep the cost within economic lim:
and to produce a studio which, initially intended for the
recording of drama, may ultimately be required for the reCOl
ing of music are described.
The measured performance chart
eristics of the studio are quoted.
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The acoustical design of a television studio usually involvE
a number of compromises, since in most instances the studio
must be suitable for a variety of uses which call for conflicting acoustical conditions.
These requirements broadly
involve firstly isolation from unwanted sound, whether originating outside the building or within it, secondly the
achievement of a reverberation
period characteristic
which
will permit satisfactory recordings to be made of different
types of sound, and thirdly, cost.
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Isolation

In order to achieve quiet conditions within the studio, it i
necessary to isolate it from both external noise and from no
created within the building.
When there is a high level of
external noise a more expensive type of construction is
necessary than would be the case for quiet locations and thi:
can greatly affect the cost.
In some areas it may be assuml
that quiet conditions will prevail for most of the time and
that the likelihood of a thunder storm or other loud interChief Engineer:

Amalgamated
Sydney.

Television

Services

Pty. Ltd.:
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Factors effecting acoustical conditions in a television studio
are discussed and measures adopted to provide a desirable
acoustic environment in a new studio designed for the recording of television programs on film are described.
Compromises
which became necessary to keep the cost within economic limits
and to produce a studio which, initially intended for the
recording of drama, may ultimately be required for the recording of music are described.
The measured performance characteristics of the studio are quoted.
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The acoustical design of a television studio usually involves
a number of compromises, since in most instances the studio
must be suitable for a variety of uses which call for conflicting acoustical conditions.
These requirements broadly
involve firstly isolation from unwanted sound, whether originating outside the building or within it, secondly the
achievement of a reverberation period characteristic
which
will permit satisfactory recordings to be made of different
types of sound, and thirdly, cost.
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Isolation

In order to achieve quiet conditions within the studio, it is
necessary to isolate it from both external noise and from noise
created within the building.
When there is a high level of
external noise a more expensive type of construction
is
necessary than would be the case for quiet locations and this
can greatly affect the cost.
In some areas it may be assumed
that quiet conditions will prevail for most of the time and
that the likelihood of a thunder storm or other loud interChief Engineer,
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Television
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Pty. Ltd.,

fering sound occurring at the time of recording is sufficiently
remote to justify taking advantage of the economies that can be
effected by the adoption rf a lighter type of construction
than
would otherwise be necessary.
Isolation of the studio from noise created within the building
can be made effective at minimum cost if the spac~s adjacent to
the studio are used for the accommodation
of offices associated
with the administration
and program building activities associated with studio production.
It is, of course, necessary to
take steps to isolate plumbing and water services from direct
c nt~ct with the studio floor or walls so that sounds from water
flowi~g in pipes is not telegraphed into the studio area.
The ATN studio complex is built in an area in which the ambient
noise level is low.
In the initial construction,
a relatively
simple method of construction
was adopted and this proved so
satisfactory that it has been adhered to in subsequent additions,
the latest of which is Studio C, the subject of this paper.
The
ATN building is a steel frame structure, sheeted on the outside
with 2C gauge ribbed steel sheets fixed to horizontal girts at
approximately
4 t 6" centres.
On the inside of the steel sheeting there is a 1" layer of rock wool batts supported by the girts
or between them by horizontal brackets spot-welded to the inside
of the steel sheeting.
They are further held in position with
wires stretched between the girts.
Further acoustic isolation is provided by a 1" thickness fibrous
plaster board fixed to the inside surfaces of the girts.
Joints
between the plaster boards are roughly "set" so that there are
no cracks left through which sound may readily pass.
As the
girts are 5" x 3", the air space between the steel sheeting and
the outside face of the plaster is 5".
1" of this is used for
the rockwool insulation on the back of the stee' sheets.
T e construction of the roof is slightly different, weather protection being provided by corrugated asbestos cement under which
there is a 2" layer of rockwool batts.
These rest upon 1"
fibrous plaster sheets which are similar to those used for the
linin~ of he walls.
The difference in con_truction for the

roof was adopted

to minimise

the noise from rain.

In order to minimise noise from activities within the build in
all occupied areas adjacent to studios are used for quiet act
ities such as offices associated with studio operations.
Wh
additional studios are added, these office areas help to mair
tain a high degree of isolation between studios built on eitr
side of them.
Reverberation
1.

Absorbing

Characteristics
Surfaces

The optimum reverberation
period for a studio is determined t
the volume of the studio and the purpose for which it will bE
used.
A studio built in a television station will have a knc
volume but it cannot be assumed that it will always be used 1
the purpose for which it is originally designed.
Studio C ,
ATN was intended for the performance of drama but there is nl
certainty that it will not at some time be required for musil
performances.
Studios intended for the performance of musil
and variety programs should have a longer reverberation
peri
than those intended purely for drama.
As it is possible to
reverberation
to a performance recorded in a relatively dead
studio, using one of the reverberation
units now readily ava
able, it was decided to design the studio with a relatively
reverberation
period and to artificially add reverberation
w
necessary for musical recordings which may be made in the st
at a later time.
This technique is now commonly used for
normal music recording in which numerous microphones are USE
give better control of separation between instruments than c
be achieved with a single microphone pick-up of a large
orchestra.
It makes the recording largely injependent of t
reverberation
period of the room in which the recording is n
According to BBC authors1,
the reverberation
time for a telE
vision studio having a volume of 235,000 cubic feet, should
1.

Bird, Guildford & Spring, Research Department,
B8C Engir
ing Division.
Data for the Acoustic Design of Stu0ios.
Engineering Division monograph No. 64, November, 1966.

3ring sound occurring at the time of recording is sufficiently
,mote to justify taking advantage of the economies that can be
'fected by the adoption rf a lighter type of construction than
luld ot~erwise be necessary.
>olation of the studio from noise created within the building
In be made effective at minimum cost if the spac~s adjacent to
Ie studLo are used for the accommodation of offices associated
.th the administration
and program building activities assoclted with studio production.
It is, of course, necessary to
lke steps to isolate plumbing and water services from direct
nt-'ct with the studio floor or walls so that sounds from water
owi,g in pipes is not telegraphed into the studio area.
e ATN studio complex is built in an area in which the ambient
ise level is low.
In the initial construction,
a relatively
mple method of construction
was adopted and this proved so
tis factory that it has been adhered to in subsequent additions,
e latest of which is Studio C, the subject of this paper.
The
N building is a steel frame structure, sheeted on the outside
th 2C gauge ribbed steel sheets fixed to horizontal girts at
oroximately 4'6" centres.
On the inside of the steel sheet9 there is a 1" layer of rockwool batts supported by the girts
between them by horizontal brackets spot-welded
to the inside
the steel sheeting.
They are further held in position with
res stretched between the girts.
~ther acoustic isolation is provided by a 1" thickness fibrous
3ster board fixed to the inside surfaces of the girts.
Joints
:ween the plaster boards are roughly "set'· so that there are
cracks left through which sound may readily pass.
As the
:ts are 5" x 3", the air space between the steel sheeting and
l outside
face of the plaster is 5".
1" of this is used for
I rockwool
insulation on the back of the stee~ sheets.
construction
of the roof is slightly different, weather pro:tion being provided by corrugated asbestos cement under which
Ire is a 2" layer of rockwool batts.
These rest upon 1"
'rous plaster sheets which are similar to those used for the
linL,of he walls.
The difference in con_truction
for the
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roof was adopted

to minimise

the noise from rain.

In order to minimise noise from activities within the building
all occupied areas adjacent to studios are used for quiet activities such as offices associated with studio operations.
When
additional studios are added, these office areas help to maintain a high degree of isolation between studios built on either
side of them •
Reverberation

Characteristics

1.

Surfaces

Absorbing

The optimum reverberation
period for a studio is determined by
the volume of the studio and the purpose for which it will be
used.
A studio built in a television station will have a known
volume but it cannot be assumed that it will always be used for
the purpose for which it is originally designed.
studio C at
ATN was intended for the performance of drama but there is no
certainty that it will not at some time be required for musical
performances.
studios intended for the performance of musical
and variety programs should have a longer reverberation
period
than those intended purely for drama.
As it is possible to add
reverberation
to a performance recorded in a relatively dead
studio, using one of the reverberation
units now readily available, it was decided to design the studio with a relatively low
reverberation
period and to artificially add reverberation
when
necessary for musical recordings which may be made in the studio
at a later time.
This technique is now commonly used for
normal music recording in which numerous microphones
are used to
give better control of separation between instruments
than can
be achieved with a single microphone pick-up of a large
orchestra.
It makes the recording largely injependent of the
reverberation
period of the room in which the recording is made.
1
According to BBC authors , the reverberation
time for a television studio having a volume of 235,000 cubic feet, should fall
1.

Bird, Cuildford & Spring, Research Department,
BBC Engineering Division.
Data for the Acoustic Design of stu0ios. RCC
Engineering Division monograph No. 64, November, 1966.
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between the highest acceptable time of 0.98 seconds and the
lowest practicable time of 0.67 seconds, with the optimum being
0.7 seconds.
According to the same authorities, the optimum
reverberation time for music in the same studio would be 1.7
seconds.
Calculations indicated that a reverberation period
of 0.7 seconds would be achieved if all of the treated surfaces
of the studio had an absorption co-efficient of 0.75.
After considering a number of absorbing materials, it was
decided to adopt an absorbing blanket comprising 2" thick 4-6
Ibs. per cubic foot mineral wool with unperforated "sisalisation 450" on the back and perforated "sisalisation 450" on the
front face.
If suspended in front of a 9" air space it was
estimated, based on available tests of other similar materials.
that this treatment would provide the following absorption coefficients;
250 Hz
615 Hz

0.65
0.75

1,000 Hz
2,000 Hz
4,000 Hz

0.85
0.8
0.7

These absorption co-efficients were higher than those required
to produce an optimum reverberation period for the studio but
measurements of the completed studio indicated that the estimated values were high and that the effective absorption coefficient in practice was nearer to 0.6.
Acoustic blankets do not stand up to the wear and tear of studio
operations so it was decided to provide brick surfaces up to a
height of 6 ft.
Remaining walls and ceiling surfaces, except
those necessary for control booth windows, lighting control
equipment and doors, were treated with absorbing material
2.

Sound Diffusion

In addition to haVing acoustic absorbing material in a studio,
it is also necessary to provide some means of ensuring that the
sound within the room will be diffuse2•
This condition is
2.

Vern O. Knudson, PhD: Syril m. Harris, PhO. Acoustical
Designing and Architecture.
John Wiley & Sons Inc. 1950.

assumed in the Eyring formula used for the calculation of rl
verberation time.
Design features adopted in the studio ur
review to achieve diffuse sound distribution involved the sl
of the ceiling and two adjacent studio walls, shown in Figu:
Although the external appearance of the building suggests t~
the roof may be flat, the supporting trusses provide a fall
from the longitudinal centre line to the side walls of appre
imately 6 ft.
The 1" plaster board lining and acoustic
blankets follow this shape so that the interior of the stud:
roof has the form of an inverted V which is approximately 6
higher in the centre than at the sides.
This shape avoids
likelihood of standing waves that would be expected between
horizontal ceiling and the floor, which is a flat and fully
reflective surface.
At the same time, some diffusion of se
is effected.

The end wall opposite that in which the control room is 10Ce
and the adjacent external side wall are both designed to pre
duce diffusion of sound and at the same time reduce the pos~
ibility of flutter which would be expected between parallel
surfaces, especially in the 6 ft. high brick section nearesl
the floor.
Diffusion is effected by constructing these tW(
walls in the form of a series of V's with a pitch of 12.5 fl
and a depth of 15 inches.
The depth of the V's was reduce(
to 10" above the 6 ft. level to enable the 9" spaces betweer
the back of the blanket and the wall at the apex of each of
V's to be used as a series of return-air ducts for the stud:
air conditioning system.
Results

The surface area available for treatment in the studio amoul
to 14,000 sq. ft.
In order to achieve a reverberation per.
of 0.7 seconds, the absorption required would be 11,000 Sab.
so that the average absorption co-efficient requ~red for thl
absorbing material would be 0.79.
measurements
of the

measurements of the acoustical characteristics
of the
studio were made by Louis A. Challis, Acoustical Enginel
ing Service, 210 New South Head Road, Edgecliff.

ween the highest acceptable time of 0.98 seconds and the
est practicable ti~e of 0.67 seconds, with the optimum being
second~.
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assumed in the Eyring formula used for the calculation of reverberation time.
Design features adopted in the studio under
review to achieve diffuse sound distribution involved the shape
of the ceiling and two adjacent studio walls, shown in Figure 1.
Although the external appearance of the building suggests that
the roof may be flat, the supporting trusses provide a fall
from the longitudinal centre line to the side walls of approximately 6 ft.
The 1" plaster board lining and acoustic
blankets follow this shape so that the interior of the studio
roof has the form of an inverted V which is approximately 6 ft.
higher in the centre than at the sides.
This shape avoids the
likelihood of standing waves that would be expected between a
horizontal ceiling and the floor, which is a flat and fully
reflective surface.
At the same time, some diffusion of sound
is effected.
The end wall opposite that in which the control room is locatec
and the adjacent external side wall are both designed to produce diffusion of sound and at the same time reduce the possibility of flutter which would be expected between parallel
surfaces, especially in the 6 ft. high brick section nearest to
the floor.
Diffusion is effected by constructing
these two
walls in the form of a series of V's with a pitch of 12.5 ft.
and a depth of 15 inches.
The depth of the V's was reduced
to 10" above the 6 ft. level to enable the 9" spaces between
the back of the blanket and the wall at the apex of each of the
V's to be used as a series of return-air ducts for the studio
air conditioning system.
Results
The surface area available for treatment in the studio amounted
to 14,000 sq. ft.
In order to achieve a reverberation period
of 0.7 seconds, the absorption required would be 11,000 Sabines
so that the average absorption co-efficient required for the
absorbing material would be 0.79.
measurements3
of the
3.

measurements of the acoustical characteristics
of the
studio were made by Louis A. Challis, Acoustical Engineering Service, 210 New South Head Road, Edgecliff.

A DISCUSSION

ac)ustical characteristics
after th~ completion of the studio
indicated a reverberation period at 500 Hz of 1.28 seconds with
the studio floor clear of sets. This corresponds to an effeLtive acoustic absorption co-efficient of 0.58.

ON ROOM ACOUSTICAL

CRITERIA AND MODEL

TECHNIQUE

BY

Further tests made with the studio floor fully covered by drama
sets indicated a reverberation period of 0.7 seconds.
Figure 2
shows the reverberation characteristic of the studio with the
floor cleared and also with the floor half occupied or fully
occupied by sets.
It is interesting to note that there is
little difference in the performance for a partly occupied or
a fully occupied studio.
The higher reverberation period
measured with the studio floor clear of sets is an advantage
for musical recordings, which would benefit from the additional
reverberation time.
for several frequencies are shown
Typical decay characteristics
The
linearity
of
the decay is attributed largely
in Figure 3.
of
diffusion
achieved
by the shape of the walls
to the effect
and ceiling.
Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of the isolation from external
noise.
When the studio was completed it was found that in one
case a water pipe had been bonded to one of the studio walls,
causing a noise when water flowed, and rectification of this
became necessary.
In addition the door seals proved ineffective after some wear and are being replaced.
Figure 5 is a general
walls.
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